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The days are growing short and another year is 
coming to an end. But before you start making plans 
for 2016, how will you remember 2015? 

 
It’s human nature to look forward rather than back; it’s why Robert Burns prompts 
us to remember “old acquaintance” in Auld Lang Syne. But how do you capture 
a memory? Acclaimed author of Captain Corelli’s Mandolin, Louis de Bernières 
told me he found his grandmother’s war-time diaries so evocative, they inspired 
his latest novel (p12). And, also in this issue of Compass, broadcaster John 
McCarthy reveals how his young daughter plans to immortalise their exciting 
train trip together across India using the online building game Minecraft (p26).

Photographs are an increasingly important way to capture our memories. 
Although the humble holiday snap is being elevated to extraordinary new 
heights, according to Guardian journalist Will Coldwell in Something to Declare 
(p72).  

This issue of Compass is packed with exciting new destinations and experiences 
for 2016. Whether exploring the colourful Indian city of Kolkata (p22), riding 
China’s new high-speed train network (p46) or marvelling at Madagascar’s 
flamboyant wildlife (p36), there’s plenty to look forward to in the New Year. 

And wherever your travels take you, please do share your experiences and 
photographs with us. We always love to hear from you.

Jennifer Cox
Editor

SUBSCRIPTION ENQUIRIES
To ensure your free copy 
of Compass, please email 
compass@coxandkings.co.uk, 
stating your name, postal 
address and email. Or call 
020 7873 5006

SALES ENQUIRIES 
To find out more about a 
destination or to book your 
holiday, please speak to 
one of our travel experts 
on 020 3813 5108

WRITE TO COMPASS 
We love to hear from our 
readers. To submit your own 
letter for publication, please 
write to compassletters@
coxandkings.co.uk

MORE FROM COMPASS
For more from the Compass 
team, including articles 
and inspiration from past 
travellers with Cox & Kings, 
plus competitions, please visit 
coxandkings.co.uk/compass

Compass is published twice a year by Cox & Kings Travel Ltd
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John McCarthy is 
an acclaimed writer and 
broadcaster whose books 
include You Can’t Hide the 

Sun (2012), an account of his five years 
as a hostage in Lebanon and a modern 
exploration of the Middle East. John has 
travelled extensively for the BBC, ITV and Al 
Jazeera, and regularly presents Something 
Understood on BBC Radio 4. In this issue of 
Compass, John experiences the delights of 
India by train, with his daughter Lydia (p26).

Richard Madden is a 
travel writer, Discovery Channel 
presenter and ghost writer for 
Bear Grylls. Richard recently 

returned from 18 months in Africa, writing 
and filming the Bush Telegraph column 
for the Daily Telegraph with his wife Sarah 
(telegraph.co.uk/bushtelegraph). Read about 
their wondrous encounters with wildlife in 
Madagascar on p36.

Andrew Humphries is 
author of numerous travel 
guides to Egypt for Lonely 
Planet, Dorling Kindersley and 

National Geographic. He also writes for the 
Sunday Times, Observer and Condé Nast 
Traveller. Inspired by his latest book On the 
Nile in the Golden Age of Travel (AUC Press), 
Andrew recalls the highlights of Nile cruising 
on p50.

Will Coldwell is a journalist 
for the Guardian, writing about 
travel, culture and society for 
Guardian Travel. In Something 

to Declare (p72), Will asks how far would you 
go to get the perfect travel photo?
       @will_coldwell         willcoldwell.com.

Caroline Eden is a 
travel writer specialising 
in emerging destinations. 
Regular contributor to the 

Guardian, Financial Times and Condé Nast, 
and occasionally to Radio 4’s From Our Own 
Correspondent, Caroline maps out the rise of 
China’s high-speed rail network on p46. 
        @edentravels  
A Central Asia cookery / travel book, 
Samarkand by Carole Eden (Kyle Books, 
£23.00) is published Spring 2016.

Compass Contributors
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DEAR COMPASS • NEWS & VIEWS

Dear

Dear Compass,

How lovely to see Egypt being promoted 
again [New Directions, summer 2015]. I 
travelled there with a friend this year: 
the sights along the Nile were truly 
spectacular, and the people we met so 
friendly. I hope more people will start to 
reconsider it as a holiday destination.
 
Regards,
Michael Dawson, London

Thank you for your letter Mr Dawson, 
I hope our Nile cruising article on p50 
of this issue brings back wonderful 
memories – Jennifer, editor

Dear Compass,

I was delighted to read Alex Johnson’s 
article in the latest Compass issue about 
the ‘ improbable libraries’ popping up 
all over the world. As much as I can 
understand the convenience of all the 
latest reading gadgetry, I will always 
favour the good old paperback! 

Judith Green, Somerset 

Dear Compass,

Just a little tip to your readers: if you’re 
planning a short trip to Seville, don’t 
forget to visit the Triana district. I went 
to the city recently on a short break with 
a friend and, although the cathedral and 
Giralda Tower are quite breathtaking, 
I wish I had crossed the Guadalquivir 
river and discovered this district a little 
earlier on in my stay. It’s full of ceramics 
workshops, rustic bars and pretty little 
churches. Make sure to look up as there 
are lots of little architectural flourishes 
on the buildings, and plenty of plaques 
dedicated to bull fighters and flamenco 
dancers who used to live here. It’s worth 
a wander.

Alan Brook, Cambridge

Say What?

We’ve launched a new caption 
competition! Come up with an amusing 
caption for the image below, 10 words 
maximum, and send to:
compassletters@coxandkings.co.uk. 

The winner will receive a copy of Everest. 
Mountain Without Mercy by Broughton 
Coburn (National Geographic, £18.99)

Dear Compass,

My husband and I have just returned 
from a wonderful trip to Morocco. 
The thrill of Marrakech’s souks 
and watching fishermen haul their 
boats up the beach in Essaouira 
is something we’ll never forget. 
One thing though: eating at one of 
Djemaa el Fna’s food stalls, we were 
perplexed by what sounded like 
a giant mosquito – a high pitched 
whining sound – above. Then we 
spotted what looked like a huge 
insect, before realising it was a drone! 
Apparently this is the new way to take 
a video of your holidays! I can’t say I 
like it.

Yours,
Karen and Mike Powell, 
Lancs

Compass...

STARLETTER
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St Vitus’s Cathedral, Prague, Czech Republic

Go inside some of the world’s most 
striking landmarks, with publisher DKInsight

Work began on the city’s most distinctive landmark in 1344 on the orders of John of Luxembourg. The first architect was 
the French Matthew of Arras. After his death, Swabian Peter Parler took over. His masons’ lodge continued to work on the 
building until the Hussite Wars. Finally completed by 19th- and 20th- century architects and artists, the cathedral houses 
the crown jewels and the tomb of “Good King” Wenceslas.

Flying Buttresses
The slender buttresses 

that surround the 
exterior of the nave 

and chancel, 
supporting the vaulted 

interior, are richly 
decorated like the rest 

of the cathedral.

St. Vitus’s Cathedral
This 19th-century engraving shows 
how the cathedral looked before 
the additions made in 1872–1929.

Gargoyles
On the ornate west front, 
gutter sprouts are given 
their traditional disguise.

Gothic Vaulting
The skills of architect Peter 

Parler are never more clearly 
seen than in the delicate fans 

of the ribbing that support 
the three Gothic arches of 

the Golden Portal.

Chapel of St 
Wenceslas 

The bronze ring on the 
chapel’s north portal 

was thought to be the 
one to which St 

Wenceslas clung as he 
was murdered by his 

brother Boleslav 

Golden Portal 
Until the 19th century this was the main cathedral entrance, 

and it is still used on special occasions. Above it is a mosaic of 
The Last Judgment by 14th-century Venetian craftsmen. 

Reproduced from 
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: 

Prague (£12.99)
Discover more at dk.com/travel
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COX & KINGS • NEWS & VIEWS

CENTRAL ASIA
Iran

I am genuinely excited to announce our return 
to Iran. There are few countries with such 
a remarkable wealth of ancient treasures, 
timeless landscapes and outstanding cultural 
heritage. Much has changed in Iran over recent 
years but the essentials remain untouched. 
Our exciting new tour includes Isfahan, with its 
beautiful Islamic architecture, the ancient site 
of Persepolis, the romantic city of Shiraz and 
Yadz with its Zoroastrian Towers of Silence.

Treasures of Persia is available as an escorted 
group tour – 11 Days & 10 Nights from £1,995

Bradt Travel Guides is offering Compass readers 
a 25% discount on their guidebook to Iran. 
Simply visit www.bradtguides.com/iran.html 
and enter code COX&KINGS at checkout.

EUROPE
Italian Lakes

The elegant villas and ornate gardens of 
the Italian Lakes have been drawing the 
discerning traveller through the ages. For 
2016 we have introduced two new tours, to 
Como and to Maggiore, with their pristine 
mountain views, splendid villas and botanical 
gardens. We include a visit to the beautiful 
Borromean Islands and a breathtaking trip 
on the narrow-gauge rail journey over the 
Bernina Pass.

Splendours of Maggiore & Orta is available 
as an escorted group tour – 6 Days & 5 Nights 
from £995

Lake Como: Villas & Gardens is available as 
an escorted group tour – 6 Days & 5 Nights 
from £1,095

Nigel Hosking, Cox & Kings’ head of product, 
picks from a host of new and exciting tours for 2016

new
DIRECTIONS
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INDIA
with William Dalrymple
I am very pleased to tell you about a new 
programme of tours to India featuring 
renowned writer, broadcaster, art historian 
and Indiaphile, William Dalrymple. In Delhi 
the group will also be joined by journalist and 
film maker David Reid. Both will give unique 
and informed insights into India, sharing their 
love of this endlessly fascinating country. 

Inspirational India with William Dalrymple 
is available as an escorted group tour – 
12 Days & 10 Nights from £2,495

AFRICA
Botswana – Tented Safari

For those who like their camping comfortable, 
their wildernesses untamed, and their groups 
small (maximum 9 people), our new African 
safari experiences could be the answer. 
Featuring two outstanding wildlife areas in 
the Okavango Delta – Moremi Game Reserve 
and Khwai Concession Area – these tours 
offer the welcome bonus of private guiding 
and exclusive campsites (with en suite 
facilities), allowing you to both enjoy and 
appreciate this beautiful region.  

Botswana: Miracle Rivers is available as a 
non-exclusive group tour – 9 Days & 6 Nights 
from £2,775

MASTERCHEF TRAVEL
Tuscan Farmhouse Escape
Palagetto di Sotto is a restored farmhouse, 
close to the enchanting medieval hill towns of 
San Gimignano, Volterra and the cultural city 
of Siena. It’s the perfect base for exploring 
the timeless countryside, sampling celebrated 
local wines and olive oil, and learning the 
secrets of classic Tuscan dishes. 

Tuscan Farmhouse Escape is available as an 
escorted group tour – 6 Days & 5 nights from 
£1,175

ART TOURS
Lisbon & Sintra
I have always found Lisbon to be one of the 
most friendly, unspoilt cities in Europe, with 
its impressive tree-lined boulevards, steep 
winding cobbled streets and impressive art 
collections. Our short expert-led art tour 
explores the cultural treasures of this vibrant 
city and its surrounds, taking in the dazzling 
royal palaces in Sintra.

Lisbon & Sintra: Portuguese Palaces & 
Art is available as an escorted group tour – 4 
Days & 3 Nights from £995

CANADA
Polar Bears
This must be on so many travellers’ ‘once-in-a-lifetime’ lists. Staying in 
a remote lodge, this tour provides the opportunity to responsibly go in 
search of polar bears and their cubs in the wild, as well as seeing the other 
abundant wildlife in the area such as black bears, wolves, moose and 
birds. And the icing on the cake is the chance to see the northern lights.

Mother & Cubs Polar Bear Experience is available as a non-exclusive 
group tour – 7 Days & 6 Nights from £5,895
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NEW ZEALAND
Hosted B&Bs 
 
We have a new itinerary for 2016, taking in the 
highlights of New Zealand, with accommodation 
based entirely around boutique, B&Bs. Friendly hosts 
will provide the added benefit of local knowledge and 
suggestions, so you can make the most out of your 
stay, perhaps including some less-visited sights and 
experiences.

Authentic New Zealand is available as a private 
self-drive tour – 15 Days & 14 Nights from £1,725

FAR EAST
River Cruising 
Pandaw Cruises feature luxury river cruising on the great 
rivers of south-east Asia. We are now offering a Vietnam 
cruise that explores the spectacular scenery of Halong 
Bay, the fascinating city of Hanoi and discovers rural life 
in the little-visited area of the Red River. 

Red River & Halong Bay Cruise is available as a private 
tour – 13 Days & 10 Nights from £2,695

LATIN AMERICA
Peru with BA
In 2016, British Airways will be offering direct flights to 
Lima in Peru for the first time, avoiding plane changes in 
Europe and shaving hours off travel time. Which means 
longer to enjoy our introductory private tour, featuring 
some of Peru’s most famous sights, such as the beautiful 
Lake Titicaca and of course the spectacular Machu 
Picchu. 

Classic Peru is available as a private tour – 11 Days & 
9 Nights from £1,995

POLAR
Antarctica
Drake Passage, Beagle Channel – names that conjure 
up images of brave and bold travellers of the past. 
Yet these days there is no need to be as intrepid, 
with comfortable and even luxury cruise ships plying 
the waters of Antarctica, giving us a chance to 
see spectacular and dramatic scenery as well as a 
breathtaking array of wildlife. 

Classic Antarctica is available as a private tour – 14 
Days & 11 Nights from £5,295

RELAX
Island Hopping
We now have a number of Caribbean island-hopping 
options, including a tour linking one of Antigua’s most 
exclusive boutique hotels, The Inn at English Harbour, 
with the Ottley’s Plantation on St Kitts – an original 
18th-century sugar plantation – and the quiet Nisbet 
Plantation Beach Club on Nevis.

Island Hopping in the Caribbean is available as a 
private tour – 11 Days & 10 Nights from £2,675

Images (from top):

Machu Picchu, Peru
Cityscape of Queenstown, New Zealand

King penguins, Antarctica

NEWS & VIEWS • COX & KINGS
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Celebrated for his sprawling 
European epics of love and war, 
novelist Louis de Bernières tells 
Compass editor Jennifer Cox why 
he’s in unfamiliar territory in his 
latest book
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Granta magazine knew what it was 
talking about in 1993 when it named 
Louis de Bernières one of Britain’s ‘20 
Best Young Novelists’. The following 

year he published Captain Corelli’s Mandolin, 
a tender yet brutal story set in Nazi-occupied 
Cephalonia, which would go on to become an 
international bestseller and Hollywood film. 
De Bernières has since written nine novels, 
including Birds Without Wings, widely hailed as 
Turkey’s War and Peace. In his latest, The Dust 
That Falls from Dreams, de Bernières chronicles 
the changing fortunes of a comfortable Home 
Counties community as the empire fades and the 
first world war looms.

Why did you choose the first world war as the 

backdrop for your new novel?

My grandmother lost her fiancé in 1915 and 
never really got over it. It altered the course of 
her life and that of the family’s. That’s why the 
book is dedicated to her fiancé – if he hadn’t 
been killed, I wouldn’t have existed. It’s true of a 
great many of us, doubly so for me: my parents 
met in Germany after the second world war. My 
father was in the British army at the Rhine. I 
wouldn’t exist at all if it wasn’t for two German 
megalomaniacs.

How did you research the novel?   
I had a lot of useful resource material, including 
my grandmother’s diaries in which she wrote all 
the nicest bits from her fiancé’s letters. I’ve also 
got the book of autographs, cartoons and poems 
that wounded soldiers gave her when she was 
a VAD [Voluntary Aid Detachment] in a military 
hospital in Netley. Most of the nurses had these 
autograph books: it was a nice way to keep the 
wounded soldiers busy. And it’s clear from these 
books that quite a few of them fell in love with 
my grandmother – “Pals forever”, that kind of 
thing. That side of the research was quite easy: it 
was all in a black trunk in my Dad’s house.

Do you think the British class system was one 

of the victims of the first world war?

I did get very interested in how it changed during 
the war. Before the first world war my family had 
a great many servants: back then, if you wanted 
servants, you had servants. If you really want to 
know how people like Dickens managed to write 
so many books, it’s because they all had bloody 
servants. I can’t write as many books as Dickens; I 
have to cook for my kids. 
When the first world war came along, people 
went to war and took their chauffeurs, valets and 
gardeners with them. 

The real revolution was for middle class women. 
Working class women have always worked – 
there’s never been any choice for them. They 
found they got better pay and much more 

independence if they worked in factories. A lot of 
them simply didn’t return to working as servants 
after the war. But middle class women suddenly 
realised they had more important things to do 
than sit around playing the piano. Of the four 
middle class sisters in The Dust That Falls from 
Dreams, two become VADs, one becomes a staff-
driver in France and the other – Christabel – joins 
the ‘Snapshot League’. She’s traipsing all over the 
country without a chaperone, taking photographs 
of people to send to their relatives at the Front. 
When the war’s over, Christabel wants to become 
a professional photographer, and becomes one!

Were you always going to be a writer?

My father writes poetry. It’s good too. He’s the 
kind of Dad who recites Shakespeare at the 
dinner table – the stirring stuff. My mother was 
very literary but in a quiet way. After she died I 
discovered she’d written a romantic novella set 
in Ceylon during the war. That’s where she was 
– a signals officer controlling submarines in the 
Indian Ocean. When Germaine Greer came along 
in the early ’70s, my mother was totally scornful. 
She said: “What does that woman ever think she’s 
done?”

I knew for certain I’d be a writer by the time I 
was 12, but thought I’d be a poet. When I was 
teaching in west London in the 1980s, I showed 
some of my poetry to a friend who was the ex-
wife of a literary agent. She put me in touch with 
a publishing friend, who wrote back: “I don’t like 
poetry, there’s no money in it. If you ever write 
prose, send me that.” And that’s how I became a 
novelist. 

It’s been said you’ve mastered the genre of 

“densely plotted novels set in warm countries, 

with compelling characters usually engaged in 

war”. Is that a fair summary? 

I’ve always said that history consists of the 
anecdotes of the little people caught up in it. 
That’s a lot to do with growing up listening to 
the stories of my parents, grandparents and 
their friends. I’ve also always been a huge fan of 
Thomas Hardy, a writer I always go back to. He 
also writes about ordinary people caught up in 
difficult situations, whether it’s being unsuitably 
in love or having aspirations above your station. 
Another thing I love about Thomas Hardy is that 
he sets his novels out in the countryside. I grew 
up in the country and that’s where I feel the 
heart of Britain really is. I’ve never managed to 
be a metropolitan writer: I’ve never lived in north 
London and written novels about adultery.
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Was your collection of short stories, Not 

Withstanding [2009], your gateway to 

writing about England and ordinary English 

people?

Yes. I had never managed to write stories 
set in my own country: it seemed so normal, 
I didn’t see anything interesting in it. Then 
I went to the south of France for a Salon 
du Livre; a wonderful institution, thousands 
of pretentious drunk French intellectuals all 
talking rubbish. Here I met a wonderful artist 
who said he loved England because it was so 
exotic. 
“Really?” I said, “How?”  
“It’s like a huge lunatic asylum,” he told me, 
and I thought: “By God, you’re right!”

I grew up in a village where everybody was 
mad, but it didn’t matter as in British villages 
you can be as mad as you like. So I set about 
writing short stories based on characters I 
remembered from the Surrey village where I 
grew up. Recently I thought of another that’s 
going into future editions. Not Withstanding 
has the potential to expand as the years go 
by, as I increasingly understand how mad we 
are.

The dedication in Captain Corelli’s 

Mandolin is extremely poignant: “To my 

mother and father who … fought against the 

Fascists and the Nazis, lost many of their 

closest friends and were never thanked.” 

Are your novels a way of bearing witness?

I think I am to some extent. My father didn’t 
want to talk about the war. He’d only talk 
about the things that were entertaining, 
because a lot of funny things did happen. But 
my mother told me his stories. My father was 
in a reconnaissance squadron on the Gothic 
Line in Italy, a place called Montecchio. He 
lost all his friends in one battle: his best friend 
burned to death in a tank. He can’t really talk 
about it, but I can on his behalf. 

Throughout Captain Corelli’s Mandolin, Dr 

Iannis is writing the history of Cephalonia, 

a task taken over by his daughter, Pelagia, 

when he dies. Were you making a point 

about the importance of history?

It’s very important for people to find out their 
family history. It explains why everybody in 
your family is the way they are. I also think it 
makes you feel more at home in the world: 
you know your place, how you fit in. 

How did you make the aircraft fighting 

sequences in The Dust That Falls from 

Dreams so vivid? 

When I was a little boy I was obsessed with 
first world war aviation. Both my granddads 
were aviators: one in the Royal Naval Air 
Services, one in the Royal Flying Corps. 
My mother’s father I found particularly 

glamorous. He crashed a Sopwith Camel and 
wasn’t expected to live, let alone walk. But he 
was an extraordinary man and taught himself 
to walk again by playing golf on crutches. 
Getting back into all that was like revisiting 
my boyhood. I went to the Aviation Museum 
at Tangmere, West Sussex and sat in the 
cockpit of an SE5; a man showed me how all 
the controls worked.

Your books have a deep affection for 

people and places. Where do you feel most 

at home? 
My favourite place in the whole world is a 
tiny little bit of wood in Reviers, Normandy, 
where I used to go camping with my Morris 
Minor. There’s a little spring with freshwater 
shrimp in, and a circle of stones you can roast 
chickens on. That’s my little private paradise. 
France is possibly my favourite country, and I 
have a very deep affection for Turkey and the 
Turks.

Which comes first: the location, the people 

or the story?

I’m normally drawn to stories: that’s what 
gets me interested in the places and the 
people. What fired me up to write Birds 
Without Wings [2004] was discovering an 
empty ossuary. Christians used to dig up their 
dead and wash the bones in red wine. Then 
the bones would be wrapped in linen, the 
name of the dead person written on their 
skull, then they’d be stacked in an ossuary. In 
a ruined town called Kayaköy in south-west 
Turkey, I discovered two empty ossuaries and 
thought: “Where are the bones?” Because 
Muslims don’t disturb the dead. Then I 
realised that when the Christians had been 
kicked out of Turkey into Greece, rather 
than pots and pans and sensible things like 
that, they’d taken their dead. It was such 
a fantastically powerful image. I wrote the 
whole book just to get it in.

The only explanation I could think of was 
that director John Madden wanted to see 
Penelope Cruz with her clothes off. I felt he 
should have asked her in his spare time.

‘
‘
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Your novels are full of passion and love, 

albeit in the most brutal of settings. Do you 

see yourself as a romantic?

I don’t see the point of music or literature 
that doesn’t move you; I’m not impressed by 
cleverness. I like something when it touches 
my heart. And if I write something that 
touches me, it’s an act of faith that it will also 
touch the reader. 

I don’t think I’m a typically British writer, 
and I think that’s because when all my 
contemporaries were reading Martin Amis, I 
was reading the literature of Latin Americans, 
who can’t write without passion. I had a year 
in Colombia when I was 18 and it was just 
extraordinary: the men dressed like peacocks, 
with purple trousers, yellow shirts and red 
hats. And they were very joyful about their 
bodily functions. In Britain if you see animals 
mating in a field, a mother will hide their 
children’s eyes; over there they stop and 
cheer them on. When I came back to Britain, 
I went to university in Manchester, the most 
depressing place on Earth. And I fell in love 
with a French lesbian; it couldn’t really have 
got any worse. So I stayed in South America 
in my mind and spent my 20s and early 30s 
reading Latin Americans. It kept me sane. 

How much of the story do you know when 

you start writing?

You do have to start with an idea. And your 
mind dwells, you dream about it. Stories or 
characters then turn up and they niggle at 
you, until the only way to get rid of them 
is to start writing. For example, volume two 
of Dust That Falls from Dreams, I’ve got an 
idea about someone contemplating suicide 
on Beachy Head, and it’s been annoying me 
for months, so I’ve got to write it next week. 
When you get writing, the characters very 
quickly develop their own personality and 
they become obstreperous. They say and do 
all sorts of things you may disapprove of, but 
you just have to run with it. 

Is it true you said of the Captain Corelli’s 

Mandolin film adaption: “It would be 

impossible for a parent to be happy about 

its baby’s ears being put on backwards?”

Actually, I’m not as negative about it as 
people thought. Though there is a totally 
pointless sex scene where Captain Corelli 
and Pelagia have sex in an olive grove; it’s 
completely gratuitous. The only explanation I 
could think of was that director John Madden 
wanted to see Penelope Cruz with her clothes 
off. I felt he should have asked her in his spare 
time. But the bit where the young Italian 
soldiers are massacred was filmed in exactly 
the place where it happened and in the 
manner that it happened. It was worth it just 
for that; it’s heartbreaking. 

Captain Corelli’s Mandolin was so 

extraordinarily successful. Did it feel like a 

hard act to follow?

It was a blessing in that I now own a house.
It was a curse in that more and more of my 
time was spent touring. Being famous is 
incredibly time consuming. It’s one reason 
why Birds Without Wings took such a long 
time. Another was realising that people 
wanted something the same, but different, 
which is impossible. And I was getting older 
and wanted time for my style to change. It’s 
like that old Bob Dylan line: “He who is not 
busy being born, is busy dying”. It was quite 
a long process, but I sincerely think that Birds 
Without Wings is my best novel, by far. I 
don’t begrudge Captain Corelli’s Mandolin its 
temporary fame, but it’s not the one I came 
to this Earth to do. •

The Dust That Falls from Dreams is 
published by Harvill Secker (£18.99)

I don’t see the point 
of music or literature 

that doesn’t move you; 
I’m not impressed by 

cleverness.

‘

‘
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Kimberley Hay picks her favourite 
new winter openings for 2015-2016

Make your 2016 new year escape to the warmth of 
the Western Cape – Leeu House, the latest addition to 
the Leeu Collection, opens its doors on 1st December 
2015. Set in the scenic Franschhoek Valley in the 
gastronomic region of the Cape Winelands, this relaxed 
yet sophisticated country guesthouse will feature 12 
stylish rooms and The Conservatory, serving leisurely 
lunches and dinners. And despite its sense of peace and 
privacy, the award-winning restaurants, art galleries and 
boutiques of Franschhoek are within strolling distance.

Retreat to the South 
African Winelands
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Traveling 4,466 km across Canada, from Vancouver 
in the west to Toronto in the east, and vice versa. The 
Canadian is an exceptional rail journey. But not just for 
the remarkable wildlife and landscapes it passes through. 
The new VIA Rail Prestige Sleeper Class offers exceptional 
levels of comfort and service, with larger cabins featuring 
corner sofas by day and double bed at night, private 
washroom with shower, flatscreen television with video 
selection and a stocked minibar. Drink in the views from 
the newly refurbished Park Car, featuring an observation 
dome and brand new cocktail bar.

Canadian Comforts

The extraordinary sights of the Galapagos Islands deserve to be seen 
from an exceptional cruise vessel, such as the MV ORIGIN. Launching 
on 17 January 2016, it features 10 de luxe staterooms, all located on 
the main deck with large ocean-view windows and en suite bathrooms, 
spacious sundeck with loungers and hammocks, jacuzzi, elegant dining 
room and an extensive library. Shore excursions are led by expert 
naturalist guides, and there is one guide for every 10 passengers – the 
lowest ratio in the Galapagos.

Far from Plain Sailing in 
the Galapagos 

Galle Fort, a 17th-century Unesco-listed site on Sri Lanka’s southern 
coast, welcomes its newest boutique hotel, The Fort Bazaar, in January 
2016. Set within its own original coral walls on historic Church Street – an 
atmospheric arterial through the town – this sensitively converted historic 
building offers 18 rooms and suites, a gourmet restaurant and vibrant 
bar, library, cinema, blissful spa treatments and a 15-metre swimming 
pool. The hotel is ideally located for visiting Galle Fort’s attractions, as well 
as the famed international test cricket ground and the region’s sandy 
beaches.

Hold That Fort 
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©Chris Court http://chriscourt.com

Up and Coming 
Sydney Suburb
Aesthetic aficionados will adore 
the Old Clare Hotel. An Australian 
heritage site on Kensington 
Street in the emerging suburb 
of Chippendale, this distinctive 
new design-led property has 62 
rooms. All retain their original 
features – think exposed brickwork 
and stripped floors – while the 
quirky furnishings are unique and 
individually selected. The rooftop 
pool and bar bring you above 
the streets to look out over the 
surrounding district. A day spa 
is also due to launch in early 2016.

Far from the Madding Crowd

WINTER HOT LIST • NEWS & VIEWS
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om Venice is a romantic destination at any time of year, but the crowds do 

tend to get in the way of that special occasion. St Regis has the answer 
in the shape of a private island resort, just minutes from St Mark’s 
Square. Re-opened in April 2015 after a major refurbishment, rooms 
offer clean lines and contemporary sparkle whilst retaining plenty of 
traditional Venetian touches. The surrounding 6 hectares of spectacular 
gardens are delightfully removed from the masses, offering dreamy 
views of the city.
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TRAVEL IN FOCUS • COMPETITIONS

Travel in Focus
P H O T O G R A P H Y  C O M P E T I T I O N

QUIRKY CATEGORY WINNER:
Come Fly! –  Vivienne Davies
Taken over the dream-like landscapes of
Cappadocia, Turkey

PLACES CATEGORY WINNER:
The Good Shepherd – Arvin Tucker
Taken in north India, on the outskirts of 
Chandigarh, Punjab
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This month our winners receive a £50 
John Lewis voucher with the runners-
up receiving Wild Coast by Marianne 
Taylor. To view the runners-up visit: 
coxandkings.co.uk/compass.

Next issue’s winners will receive a £50 
John Lewis voucher with the runners-up 
receiving The Hunt by Alastair Fothergill 
and Huw Cordey, published by BBC 
Books (£25). 

HOW TO ENTER: 
Images must be taken in a destination 
featured by Cox & Kings and 
accompanied by a description of up 
to 40 words. To enter, please visit 
coxandkings.co.uk/compass. Winning 
images will be published in the Summer 
2016 issue.

PEOPLE CATEGORY WINNER:
Rajasthani Women – Patrick Hanrahan
Taken during a procession at the Hindu festival 
of Gangaur, Rajasthan

WILDLIFE CATEGORY WINNER:
Malachite Sunbird – Alan Jones
Walker Bay in the Western Cape province 
of South Africa
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KOLKATA • JOURNEYS

H O U R S  I  N

48
Kolkata
Capital of West Bengal, the legendary Indian city 
of Kolkata, formerly Calcutta, is coming into its own, 
discovers travel writer Fiona Dunlop
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JOURNEYS • KOLKATA

            HY GO NOW
After decades of economic stagnation, 
Kolkata is on the up – more prosperous 
and outward-looking, with a real buzz 
of excitement about the future. Yet 
plenty of Raj grandeur still survives. Pick 
your way around the gently decaying 
mansions of the Bengali gentry, past 
aromatic food stalls and through the 
non-stop street life; a visit here is a 
hugely evocative experience.  

GET YOUR BEARINGS
The main interest of this choked 
metropolis sprawls east of the Hooghly 
river. At its heart is the colonial core 
where monumental Victoriana 
surrounds the verdant neighbourhood 
of Chowringhee, Maidan’s green 
expanse and the political centre of BBD 
Bagh. To the south lie the commercial 
and residential districts of Ballygunge 
and Kalighat. To the north unfolds a 
beguiling ethnic mosaic dotted with 
mosques, Chinese and Zoroastrian 
temples, craftspeople, street markets 
and the odd idiosyncratic museum.

CHECK IN
The venerable Oberoi Grand still rules 
supreme over central Kolkata, its palatial 
scale, impeccable service, twinkling 
chandeliers and mahogany fittings 
enveloping you in a total time-warp. 
Escape the chaotic streets and loll by 
the beautiful palm-fringed pool.

KNOWN FOR…
Mother Teresa, who first brought the 
world’s attention to the plight of the 
city’s poor. Visit her original mission – the 
‘motherhouse’ to see a small museum, 
her much revered tomb and monastic 
bedroom. Street-dwellers are still 
ubiquitous, but support is improving 
through local NGOs.

WORTH WALKING
Stroll along the banks of the Hooghly 
river in the landscaped Millennium 

a huge fish section and dazzling fruit, 
vegetable and spice stalls showcase 
the quality and variety of ingredients 
behind Kolkata’s luscious cuisine – a 
photographer’s dream.  

WINDOW SHOPPING
New Market, behind the Oberoi, is a 
challenging labyrinth of over 2,000 stalls 
packed with Indian handicrafts and 
textiles. Bargaining is essential but you 
may need a guide. Calmer shopping 
along Park Street offers plenty of sarees, 
jewellery, bookshops and the legendary 
Flurys tearoom. Air-conditioned 
shopping malls are multiplying and a 
leap beyond Ballygunge brings you to 
the Dakshinapan complex of Indian state 
emporia, full of temptations.

DON’T MISS
The Durga Puja festival, the most 
celebrated festival of Kolkata’s year, 
lights up the city every October in 
honour of the goddess Durga (aka 
Kali), wife of Shiva. Towering panjal 
(decorated podiums) are built in every 
neighbourhood in a race for the biggest 
and twinkliest, while theatre, dance, 
street food and rituals proliferate. If 
you are there in September, visit the 
fascinating Kumartuli workshops where 
thousands of effigies are handcrafted.

OUT OF TOWN
A day trip to anywhere of interest 
is not really viable due to Kolkata’s 
infamous traffic. Instead, if you are after 
some verdant peace, take a taxi to the 
botanical garden at Shibpur, on the 
west bank of the Hooghly. Founded in 
1786 by Colonel Kyd, it is vast (over 100 
hectares) and unkempt. Rare palms, 
bamboo, mahogany, mango and 
tamarind trees tower beside lakes, an 
orchid house and a herbarium. Above 
all you can’t miss the world’s largest 
banyan tree, a massive specimen 25 
metres high. •

Park for views of the cantilevered, 
700-metre-long Howrah Bridge, 
sampan-style boats, Bengali children 
at play and trains that rattle along the 
riverside. Sunset attracts romantic young 
couples.

QUICK LUNCH
Stop for a bite at the India Coffee House, 
an atmospheric relic of Kolkata’s Marxist 
days in the booksellers’ district. Beneath 
whirling ceiling fans, surly waiters in 
turbans and cummerbunds serve cheap 
Anglo-Indian snacks (pakora, omelettes 
and mutton cutlets). But go for the 
ambiance rather than the food. For 
tastier fare such as biriyani, try Nizam’s 
behind the Oberoi, a modest old 
favourite that invented the delicious kati 
roll (spicy meat and veg rolled in Indian 
flat bread).

CULTURAL AFTERNOON
Start at the Victoria Memorial, an 
imposing marble edifice commissioned 
by Lord Curzon, for an insight into 
the East India Company’s role and 
Kolkata’s subsequent development. 
Nearer the Oberoi, visit the somewhat 
neglected Indian Museum, if only for 
its extraordinary scale and stuccoed 
splendour dating from 1814. Time 
permitting, head north to the Rabindra 
Bharati Museum, the former home of 
Rabindranath Tagore, a leading figure in 
Kolkata’s vibrant intellectual history.

COCKTAIL HOUR
Sip a chilled Kingfisher beer at the 
wonderful old Tollygunge Club in the 
far south of the city, easily reached by 
metro. Of the club’s many watering-
holes, the best is the open-sided Wills 
Shamiana bar overlooking the golf 
course.

DRESSING FOR DINNER
Smarter venues are mainly in south 
Kolkata, including the charming and 
classic 6 Ballygunge Place, and the 
legendary Oh! Calcutta, set above 
a shopping mall. In summer, order 
de-boned hilsa, a river fish, which 
comes bathed in a fiery mustard sauce. 
Bohemian, also in Ballygunge, offers 
a modern, fusion approach to Bengali 
cuisine. Another top restaurant is Dum 
Pukht at the ITC Sonar hotel, which 
specialises in exquisite, slow-cooked 
recipes from India’s palaces.

EASY LIKE …
Pay an early morning visit to lively 
Gariahat market in south Kolkata where V
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For more information please call 020 7873 5000 quoting COMPASS.

The first few of our Boeing 787-9 fleet are now flying customers 
across the world. And we’re delighted to let you know that 
we’re now flying the 787 from London Heathrow to Delhi. 
Our 787s, also known as ‘Dreamliners’ are revolutionising our 

airline, with an incredible onboard experience and more 
sustainable and efficient aircraft. And they’ll help make travel 
to this fantastic destination even easier and more enjoyable.

Our new 787 
is flying to Delhi

Inside our 787s 
Whichever cabin you travel in, you will enjoy WiFi access* and 
the latest version of our award winning inflight entertainment. 
Plus interior design and dynamic mood lighting that give a 
feeling of space and light.

Upper Class
The bar has been redesigned to make it even more of a social 
space where you can dine with friends or experience new services 
like wine tasting. When it’s time for rest or sleep, settle into a 
refreshed version of our original, popular Upper Class Suite.

Premium Economy
We’re offering even more comfort and freedom in  
Premium Economy. Stretch your legs in the added room created 
by the new, comfier leather seat. Or take a stroll to the ‘Wander 
Wall,’ our new social space, to grab a snack or drink. And say hi  
to our cabin crew as you pop by.

Economy
We’ve always made sure our 
Economy cabins offer plenty 
of those little touches that 
make the journey fun. And 
now our focus for 787 is the 
seat. We’ve chosen Recaro’s 
best award winning longhaul 
Economy seat, which 
innovatively creates more 
living space and comfort.

* A charge applies.

7071_787 Compass Mag_A4_AW.indd   1 23/09/2015   17:10
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India’s second biggest city lies in West Bengal and is the gateway for cruises along the 
Hooghly river, Darjeeling’s tea plantations, the rich Buddhist culture of the Himalaya and 
Kaziranga National Park. 

Kolkata, capital of the British Raj for nearly 140 years and erstwhile ‘City of Joy’, owes 
much of its current social and sporting life to its colonial heritage. Indeed its cricket and 
football club is reputedly the second oldest club in the world.  Among its most famous 
monuments are the Victoria Memorial and the impressive Howrah Bridge.

October to March is the best time to visit. Not only does autumn make for pleasant 
weather but it is also the time for festivals such as Durga Puja – ‘the Rio carnival of the 
eastern hemisphere’ – and Diwali, the festival of lights.

Oberoi Grand
The Oberoi Grand is a classic and elegant hotel located in the heart of the city. With two 
restaurants, it offers some of Kolkata’s best dining experiences while its stylish bar often 
features live music including jazz and blues.

Taj Bengal
Set in the stylish residential area of Alipore and within walking distance of the Victoria 
Memorial, the luxury Taj Bengal blends modern decor with genuine Bengali art and 
antiques. Particularly impressive is the vast and lavish stone and marble atrium.

The Park
The Park stands elegantly in Kolkata’s commercial, shopping and entertainment centre. 
This 149-room boutique hotel has a chic and contemporary look enhanced by a luxury day 
spa and outdoor swimming pool.

Kati rolls are the staple of street food cuisine in Kolkata. Mutton or lamb chunks are 
marinated in rich spices before being cooked on a skewer and wrapped in hot paratha 
bread.

First opened in 1918, Paramount Sherbats & Syrups is still known for its tasty daab 
sherbat. This green coconut-based drink is just one of the curd or malai drinks on offer.

Head to Netaji Park at 6am for a spot of laughing yoga.  Sessions last 45 minutes and 
include bouts of infectious laughter. Great for keeping the stresses of modern-day life at 
bay and seeing Bengalis at their most joyful.

Hooghly river cruise 
Take a cruise down the Hooghly river 
in an old-fashioned boat, seeing the 
temples, bathing ghats and local life as it 
unfurls along the riverbanks. 

Mansions of north Kolkata 
Visit the striking mansions of the 
pioneering Bengali families of the 18th 
and 19th centuries, including the former 
home of the renowned Nobel Laureate, 
Rabindranath Tagore.

Workshops of Kumartuli 
Visit this little-known potters’ market 
to see the specialist kumars (sculptors) 
creating colourful clay and straw effigies 
in preparation for Kolkata’s vibrant 
religious festivals.

Flora & fauna in the Sunderbans 
Take a day or overnight trip to the 
Sunderbans National Park, noted for 
its mangrove forests and abundance 
of wildlife. You may even catch sight of 
crocodiles and pythons or one of the 
park’s 400 Bengal tigers.

 Highlights

where

history

when

sleep

eat

drink

try

by Cox & Kings India expert, Sue Livsey

Kolkata
AT A GLANCE

MJ F M A J J S O NA D

  C&K Recommended Tour

Eastern Himalayan Trails
12 Days & 10 Nights from £2,245

Beginning in Kolkata with a walking 
tour and cruise on the Hooghly river, 
this journey reveals remarkable 
religious monuments and spectacular 
mountain scenery en route to the lush 
tea plantations surrounding colonial 
Darjeeling.

Speak to our India experts to 
find out more.

020 3813 5108t
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INDIAN
ODYSSEY

Journalist and broadcaster 
John McCarthy and his nine-
year-old daughter experience 
the wonders of India aboard 
the Deccan Odyssey

...spotted and sambar 
deer graze on the shores 

of a lake, where a floating 
log turns out to be a 

dozing crocodile. 

‘

‘
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Suddenly noise fills the air. A band of 
dancers and drummers dressed in bright 
pinks, reds, greens and purples has appeared 
on the station platform to entertain us. After 
a moment’s hesitation Lydia, my nine-year-old 
daughter, accepts an invitation to join the 
troupe, trying to follow the steps with a broad 
smile on her face.

Lydia’s eyes are bright with excitement as 
we wait for the Deccan Odyssey, the train 
that will take us on a tour of Rajasthan and 
beyond. It’s getting late, but she is showing 
no sign of weariness. A few minutes ago 
she’d bustled back from a visit to the station 
manager’s ‘Panel Room’ and seen a board of 
lights showing all the trains moving around 
Delhi this evening. Our train was steadily 
working its way towards us, she’d told us.

When it arrives, resplendent in a livery of 
purple and gold, it presents a grand spectacle 
under the platform lights. Our cabin steward 
Himangshu – “Call me Himi!” – leads us from 
the lounge coach, through two restaurant 
carriages and a bar to our cabins. I feel as 
though we’ve gone back in time, becoming 
elite members of the British Raj. 

Apart from Lydia, who goes out like a light, 
we don’t get much sleep on the first night, 
the motion of the train being quite dramatic 
at times. Nevertheless everyone is on good 
form at 6am next morning, as we speed in 
open-topped trucks towards Ranthambore 
National Park, wrapped in blankets against 
the chilly air. 

Amazed at how many animals there are 
wandering about on the roads, Lydia starts 
counting the cows, pigs and dogs we pass. 
Breaking off the count, she points at a six-
storey building clad in scaffolding made of 
bamboo poles.

“Awesome!” she exclaims. 

Her eyes are still wide, but a more thoughtful 
expression crosses her face as we pass 
families squatting by open fires outside their 
little shacks. She turns to me, a puzzled tone 
in her voice: “It makes me feel sad to see 
people like that. Makes me feel a bit bad and 
spoiled that we have so much!”

Beyond the village the truck speeds up again 
and Lydia is distracted by a new sight: “Look a 
camel pulling a cart, Dad!” 

Morning mist shrouds the entrance to the 
park where we hope to see a tiger. There are 
some temples at the centre of the park and 
our guide points out a Jain priest making 
his way on foot. The priest is stark naked. I 
can’t decide whether Lydia is more amazed 
at the sight of this man, or of an elephant 
appearing just a few feet from us with its face 
and trunk brightly painted.

As the sun burns off the mist and the sky 
becomes an intense blue, we stop on a ridge. 
The engine off, there is sudden and complete 
peace. White-furred langur monkeys caper 
in the branches above us while spotted and 
sambar deer graze on the shores of a lake, 
where a floating log turns out to be a dozing 
crocodile. As we drive back out of the park 
we see many more deer, monkeys, antelope 
and birdlife, including ibises, herons, owls, 
cormorants and peacocks. But no tigers.
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After lunch in the comfort of the train we 
head back into the park on even bumpier 
tracks, and though we see more monkeys and 
deer, there are still no tigers. The rough road 
and sheer exhaustion overcome Lydia who 
tries to sleep across my lap and is ultimately 
sick. 

Some pasta and a good night’s sleep see 
Lydia back on form the next morning in 
Agra. We leave the train to a fanfare of local 
musicians and dancers and are showered with 
rose petals as we walk along the platform.
 
‘Humungous!’ is her word for the Taj 
Mahal. While everything in India seems so 
different to us, and to Lydia in particular, 
we of course seem very different to many 
of the Indian people. Having a mother who 
is a photographer, Lydia is used to being 
photographed, but not to having smiling 
strangers coming up asking for her to pose 
with their children.

Back on board the train, Himi teaches us 
a new board game. I’d never seen Karrom 
before – a kind of draughts meets billiards, 
where you have to flick the counters into 

corner pockets. Himi is brilliant at it. Lydia and 
I are not, but it’s great fun.

In Jaipur we get a chance to walk and enjoy 
the hubbub of crowds of people, traders’ stalls 
and vehicles going in every direction honking 
their horns. Snake charmers squat on the 
pavement, playing their reedy trumpets to 
encourage cobras out of their baskets. 

From its vantage point high on a hill, the 
Amber Fort offers fantastic views of ‘the 
Pink City’, and in the bright, sunny, morning 
air its ancient crenelated walls are sharply 
silhouetted against the blue sky. 

The next stop, an observatory built by a prince 
in the early 18th century, really grabs Lydia’s 
attention. When she sees the 90-foot-high 
Samrat Yantra – the world’s largest sun dial – 
she jumps forward, an uncontrollable physical 
reaction I think, and then stands on tip-toe 
looking up at the huge, stone, ramp-like 
structure. She borrows my notebook and starts 
sketching, announcing that she is going to 
‘build’ a sundial in her Minecraft game.
We are covering a fair bit of ground, journeys 
of 300km or so between cities, but mostly at 

INDIA • JOURNEYS
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night, so we don’t get much chance to see the 
countryside. But outside Jodphur we take an 
unscheduled trip to see some villages. 

Our first stop has been a centre for pottery 
for over 400 years. Sitting on the earth floor 
of his workshop, a potter sets his wheel 
spinning and in moments fashions a couple 
of wonderful pots. His elderly mother sits 
in another corner of the courtyard cooking 
simple bread from millet flour over a fire.

Before heading back to the train, we cross 
a wide area of scrubland, where shepherds 
in white clothes and bright red turbans tend 
their flocks, and reach a very basic compound 
that is home to a semi-nomadic family. They 
crowd around us as Lydia shares some sweets 
with the dozen or so children and receives 
massive hugs from one of the mothers. 

In Jodhpur Lydia experiences one of the 
things I love about India – an auto rickshaw 

ride. I love the three-wheelers: they don’t 
inspire much confidence in their stability, so 
any journey is an adventure, and there’s a 
wonderful feeling of being incredibly close to 
the bustle of the street, but somehow in your 
own private bubble. 

Out of the auto bubble and into the Clock 
Tower Market, we are overwhelmed by the 
smells of herbs and spices and the colours of 
the fruits and vegetables piled high on the 
stalls. An old man beams at Lydia as he sits 
on the pavement having his hair cut. At the 
next stall a dentist plies his trade with some 
fearsome implements.

Everything is so close: people, animals, and 
at one point I feel myself being nudged and 
turn round to find a grinning man riding his 
motorbike into me. “Not quite like the High 
Street at home!” I say to Lydia as we stand 
aside to let the man past.

Mehrangarh Fort sits serenely on a rocky 
outcrop above Jodphur, vast and magical in 
the evening light. Ushered through a petal-
strewn courtyard and up to a terrace, we are 
entertained by dancers as waiters bring dishes 
from a barbecue. The setting sun lights up the 
fort above as, below, ‘the Blue City’ disappears 
into inky darkness.
 
Approaching Udaipur we get to see more of 
the countryside as we enjoy breakfast. In the 
distance the Aravalli hills are masked in mist 
while the landscape passing nearer to us is 
divided up into small fields. Amid the greens 
and browns of plants and earth there are 
sudden flashes of intense colour – the purple 
of a woman’s sari, the white robes of a man 
on a bicycle.

Udaipur’s City Palace is a fun place to explore: 
one moment we’re clambering up narrow 
staircases, then emerge into a courtyard 
where fountains play beneath shady trees 
and carved stone openings look out across 
‘the White City’ and Lake Pichola. 

After another day of palaces at Udaipur, our 
final stop-over is at Vadodara. Lydia sketches 
the exterior of the Laxmi Vilas Palace, an 
amazing blend of Hindu, Mughal, Jain and 
Sikh architectural styles. Later, in the Durbar 
Hall, we meet the maharaja and his young 
daughter. The princess and Lydia sit side by 
side to be tattooed with henna. 

The train has been a brilliant base for 
exploring many wonderful sites: it is so 
comfortable, a bit like a cruise ship on wheels. 
We’ve enjoyed the company of our fellow 
guests and the staff have been fantastic.

We spend our last day in India chilling by the 
pool at the Taj World’s End hotel in Mumbai, 
reflecting on what we have seen. Lydia has 
made lots of lists on the animals we have 
seen, the types of houses, the vehicles and 
so on. The most detailed is her ‘Facts on 
India’. Items 4 and 5 stand out for me. Item 
4 is about the Taj Mahal and how vast and 
beautiful it is, and Item 5 notes that many 
families live in just one room with a plastic 
sheet for a roof. 

As for all of us, India for a nine-year-old has 
been an intense experience – or rather a 
series of intense experiences. •

Images (clockwise from left)
Taj Mahal, Agra
The Deccan Odyssey
Great Observatory, Jaipur
Langur monkeys 
John & Lydia, Jodhpur © Anna McCarthy
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Rajasthan and the north is where most first-time visitors head to for all the colour and exotic 
charm associated with India. It is a region of equisite palaces, rural villages and the Great 
Thar desert, which borders Pakistan.

Controlled by the proud Rajputs for more than 1,000 years and lying on the camel trading 
routes to Central Asia, Rajasthan became known for its magnificent forts and desert 
palaces, which date back to the 12th century. Today it retains much of its ethnicity through 
continuing a traditional way of life, rich in folklore, music, dancing and, above all, colour. 

Rajasthan is best visited between October and March. A visit to Jaipur in February / March 
will coincide with the annual Elephant Festival when beautifully painted elephants decorated 
with velvet rugs, parasols, elephant jewellery and anklets parade through the streets.

The Maidens, Delhi
Built in 1903, The Maidens hotel is a jewel of colonial architecture set amid 3 hectares of 
emerald-green lawns. Conveniently located for exploring both Old and New Delhi, the 54 
rooms are well appointed and spacious featuring all the amenities of a modern hotel.

Deccan Odyssey
Inspired by the elegant private carriages of the former maharajahs, the Deccan Odyssey 
comprises 21 luxuriously appointed coaches, each fully air-conditioned. Large picture 
windows in the two restaurants and bar provide fantastic views of the passing landscapes.

Taj World’s End, Mumbai
Overlooking the Arabian Sea, the Taj World’s End blends breathtaking sea views with the 
vibrancy of city life. The Jiva Spa and outdoor swimming pool, including a separate children’s 
pool, offer a welcome escape from the hustle of the city.

Rajasthan is known for its ghee-laden delicious sweets. Located in Johari Bazaar, Laxmi 
Mishthan Bhandar is a famous restaurant and sweetshop whose signature dessert is ghevar. 
Made from flour soaked in syrup, it is Jaipur’s most well-known sweet. 

India’s highest rooftop bar can be found on the 34th floor of the Four Seasons Hotel in 
Mumbai. There can be few locations that offer such panoramic views of Mumbai’s skyline as 
those at the Aer bar. 

Cookery lessons are in vogue, and one of the best places to witness a masterclass is the 
contemporary Varq restaurant at Delhi’s Taj Mahal Hotel. Chef Manoj reveals the secrets of 
some of his most prized recipes, with an opportunity to taste each course. 

Ranthambore National Park 
Formerly a maharaja’s hunting ground 
until 1970, Ranthambore is now one 
of the best parks in India to spot tigers. 
To increase your chances of seeing this 
elusive predator, take two or three safaris 
in an open-air jeep.

Amber Fort 
Jaipur’s Amber Fort, blending Mughal 
and Hindu architecture, never fails to 
impress. Don’t miss the exquisite Hall 
of Mirrors or dining like a maharajah at 
1135 AD restaurant, located within the 
fort’s 16th-century ramparts.

Udaipur 
A sunset cruise across the serene waters 
of Lake Pichola offers the perfect 
vantage point from which to marvel at 
the beautiful 16th-century palaces and 
gardens which surround the lake.  
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by Cox & Kings India expert Sue Livsey

Rajasthan & Beyond
AT A GLANCE

MJ F M A J J S O NA D

  C&K Recommended Tour

John McCarthy travelled on the 7-night 
Indian Odyssey with prices from £3,965 
per person. The Deccan Odyssey offers 
a variety of inspiring railway journeys 
combining the key sites with more 
remote treasures, without having to 
compromise on creature comforts.

Win a Gourmet Collection of teas 
from Newby of London
Win Newby’s Gourmet Collection, a 
selection of five loose-leaf teas from 
across Asia. To enter, please visit 
coxandkings.co.uk/compass. 

Speak to our India experts to 
find out more.

020 3813 5108t

  C&K Competition
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S ibl ing
Rivalry

Chris Leadbeater struggles to choose 
between the languid Caribbean charms 

of St Kitts and Nevis

JOURNEYS • CARIBBEAN
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The Narrows – the thought 
occurs to me, as I sail past on 
the MV Caribe Breeze, the 
low-slung ferry halfway through 

its journey between Basseterre and 
Charlestown – does not sound like a 
Caribbean location. The two words seem 
dislocated, as if they should pertain to a 
marshy corner of the Norfolk Fens, or be 
etched on a sign above the doorway of 
some fine property in West Sussex. They 
should not, surely, be pinned to the map 
of the Leeward Islands, separating one 
member of this enormously picturesque 
volcanic archipelago from another in a 
blur of sparkling water and soft-rolling 
waves.

And yet there it is, away to my left, the 
thin channel which divides St Kitts from 
Nevis, becalmed in the middle of the 
day, as if any sort of motion would be 
too much effort under the noon sun. 
In such an unhurried mood, the strait 
looks like nothing, as if you could cross 
it with a hop and a skip. Indeed, it is just 
two miles wide – small enough that the 
best swimmers on each isle front-crawl 
its currents every April in a hotly fought 
race.

Nonetheless, The Narrows is a line in 
the ocean, a gulf that has long kept the 
Caribbean’s odd couple at arm’s length 
of each other. True, St Kitts and

Nevis have been twinned in nationhood 
since independence from Britain in 
1983, but they are an awkward pairing 
– neighbours, but not always good 
friends. Back in 1782, during Europe’s 
colonial wars in these distant seas, 
Nevis surrendered to the French, and 
saw its cannons carried north to fire at 
the British on St Kitts. More recently, in 
1998, it came close to striking out on its 
own. Sixty per cent of Nevisians voted 
for formal secession in a referendum on 
the isle’s status, only for their votes to 
fall just short of the two-thirds majority 
needed for divorce.
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...this idyllic hideaway is 
not a Caribbean resort in 

the standard mould...
‘

‘
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of this rock giant in search of my hotel, 
we pass no-one else on the road. I start 
to wonder if Nevis is even real and if 
perhaps I have somehow escaped to 
some Caribbean Avalon, to a ghost in 
the mist?

And then I realise that this is precisely 
the point. Where some sun-swathed 
destinations throw themselves at your 
feet, Nevis asks, politely, that you 
discover it. This is certainly the scenario 
at Montpelier Plantation. Set in a leafy 
grove midway up the torso of the 
volcano, this idyllic hideaway is not a 
Caribbean resort in the standard mould, 
focused solely on the beach (though it 
has a private curve of sand tucked away 
at the sea’s edge). Instead, it deals in 
calmness and refinement, its 19 rooms 
slotted into the remains of a sugar 
estate that first found its feet in this part 
of the island in 1687. The era lingers in 
brick chimneys and mill buildings dotted 
around the complex, the swimming 
pool and the fine fare at Restaurant 750 
singing of the 21st century, without ever 
forgetting the 17th.

The tale goes further. Montpelier 
Plantation may not look like a firm 
boot print in global history, but it once 
framed the romantic yearnings of a 
British naval hero. Between 1785 and 
1787 – two decades before Trafalgar 
and the blood-letting of the Napoleonic 
Wars – it witnessed Horatio Nelson’s 

Their differences are palpable. Twice 
the size of its colleague, St Kitts is a 
Caribbean crossroads, all noise and 
movement. Basseterre, the capital, 
glued to the south coast, has jobs to 
do – fishing boats flit about its harbour 
and St George’s Church rises on Cayon 
Street as a 19th-century echo of Britain. 
Brimstone Hill Fortress – an older, 
18th-century, shard of the past – still 
puffs out its chest on the west coast, 
alert for French vessels, the gradient 
leading to its battlements stretching my 
leg muscles. Even Mount Liamuiga, the 
volcano at the core of the island, seems 
sure of itself, thrusting its head into 
the heavens at 3,792ft (1,156 metres), 
sun dancing on its crown. St Kitts is an 
island that knows it is the boss without 
even having to point out the National 
Assembly, standing at Basseterre’s 
centre.

It becomes obvious that Nevis is a soul 
with a quieter disposition, as the MV 
Caribe Breeze pulls into port. What 
is not immediately clear is where the 
capital might be? Charlestown is a town 
in name only, its three slight blocks 
hanging back from the waterfront, as 
if afraid to identify themselves. Above, 
Nevis Peak – the volcano on whose 
lower curves the island goes about its 
existence – turns away from my gaze, 
smaller than Liamuiga at 3,232ft (985 
metres), yet somehow lost in cloud. As 
the taxi glides around the south side 
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successful attempts to woo the owner’s 
niece, Frances Nisbet. He was an 
ambitious officer stationed in Antigua, 
she a young widow. The two married on 
the plantation on 11 March 1787. Their 
union would be doomed by Nelson’s 
growing fame and scandalous affair 
with Lady Emma Hamilton, but a small 
plaque in the garden remembers that, 
when they made their vows, they did so 
in a beautiful context.

It is easy to stay in this same place and 
snooze. Those who wish to be active 
can test their limbs with an assault on 
Nevis Peak (the top can be attained 
without climbing equipment, though you 
need a good level of fitness). On bright 
days, the view from the summit peers 
south-east to Montserrat, and its rather 
less stable volcano. But I flit instead to 
the west coast, to Pinneys Beach, and 
the nest of informal eateries sprinkled 
on the shore. A spry crowd of sailors 
and yachting folk is gathered on the 
deck, sipping the bar’s fabulously potent 
Killer Bee cocktails while watching the 
dying of the day. Yet it is not the sunset 
– as full and fiery as it is – that grabs 
my attention. It is the way that, as dusk 
descends, St Kitts twinkles in the gloom, 
while Nevis retreats into the darkness. 
So close in geography, so far apart in 
spirit, the Caribbean’s merry mismatch 
cannot even agree about the night. •
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Nestled in the Leeward Islands chain of the Lesser Antilles sit St Kitts and Nevis, unspoilt 
gems of the eastern Caribbean Sea. The twinned islands are separated by a 4-km straight 
of water. 

Due to its geographical location, St Kitts is considered the gateway to the Caribbean; 
during the 1600s and 1700s the island was viciously fought over for political and territorial 
reasons. Nevis claims even stronger historical significance, being the childhood home of 
Alexander Hamilton, the founding father of the United States, and also where Lord Nelson 
was stationed as a young sea captain.

Warm all year round, with the drier season from November to April. Major events include 
the Nevis to St Kitts Cross Channel Swim in March, the Nevis Blues Festival in April and the 
Nevis Mango & Food Festival in July.

Ottley’s Plantation Inn, St Kitts
Dating back to the 18th century, this former sugar plantation retains its colonial charm. 
Rooms are either in the Great House or in cottages set in the grounds. The estate also 
features a spa, tennis court, croquet lawn and its very own rainforest ravine.  

Montpelier Plantation & Beach, Nevis 
Formerly the estate where Admiral Nelson married Fanny Nisbet in 1787, this Relais & 
Chateaux property features 19 restored rooms, a 300-year-old sugar mill converted into a 
restaurant, a private beach, spa and pool. 

Nisbet Plantation Beach Club, Nevis 
The quiet Nisbet Plantation Beach Club is the Caribbean’s only historic plantation inn that 
is located on a beach. This romantic estate has more than 12 hectares of lush tropical 
gardens, an expansive beachfront and the beautifully restored Great House.

Belle Mont Farm hotel on Kittian Hill in St Kitts prides itself on its organic food, all grown on 
their very own sustainable farm or supplied by local producers. Guests and visitors alike can 
try the catch of the day at Arthur’s, see their salad picked at The Farm, or enjoy the Sunday 
Champagne Brunch at The Kitchen, with the choice of 30 seasonal dishes.    

Ting with a Sting combines the local grapefruit juice – Ting – with CSR white rum. Add ice 
and enjoy a refreshing taste of the islands…just be careful of the sting. 

During June and July the islands shake, dance and shout to the beat of willow on leather 
at the annual CPL T20 Cricket Tournament. A carnival atmosphere explodes to life inside 
the St Kitts stadium, reverberating across the narrows to Nevis.    

History and culture 
The capital, Basseterre, on St Kitts features 
colonial architecture, a museum and 
market, while on the north side visit the 
18th-century Brimstone Hill Fortress. 
On Nevis, stroll the colonial streets of 
Charlestown, wander the ruins of the 
Hamilton Estate, and pay a visit to Nevisian 
Heritage Village.

Hop on the railway 
There is no better way to discover St Kitts 
than aboard the scenic railway, passing 
through villages, plantations and fields of 
sugar cane. 

Enjoy nature and hikes 
Take a guided walk through the rainforest 
or up Mount Liamuiga volcano on St Kitts. 
On Nevis, visit the botanical gardens, 
explore one of the wide choice of trails 
meandering past ruined estates, or make 
the challenging but rewarding hike up 
Nevis Peak. 

Chill out on the beach 
Beaches are largely uncommercialised, so 
it’s not hard to find a quiet stretch of sand 
on which to sunbathe. Or take a catamaran 
cruise from St Kitts to combine snorkelling 
with a sumptuous beach barbecue.
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By Cox & Kings Caribbean expert Ariane Mick de Vizcaino

St Kitts & Nevis
AT A GLANCE

MJ F M A J J S O NA D

  C&K Recommends

Ottley’s Plantation
8 Days & 7 Nights from £1,175 

Includes return international flights with 
British Airways, return private airport/
hotel transfers and accommodation on a 
twin share, room-only basis.

Speak to our Caribbean 
experts to find out more.

020 3813 5108 t

CARIBBEAN • AT A GLANCE
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This romantic and historic plantation inn, originally built in 1778,  features an Avenue of Palms, 
lush tropical gardens and an expansive beachfront. Thirty-six cottages scattered throughout the 
estate have a laid-back island feel and facilities include a swimming pool, hot tub, tennis court, 
croquet lawn and complimentary snorkelling equipment. The Great House serves afternoon tea 
on the terrace or fine dining in the evenings, while relaxed drinks and meals can be enjoyed at the 
beachside restaurant and bar, including a beach barbecue and buffet every Thursday night.

Set in 14 hectares (34 acres) of manicured gardens and lush green lawns on the lower hillside 
of Mount Liamuiga, this original 18th-century sugar plantation is a privately owned and family-
run hotel with panoramic views of the surrounding countryside and the Atlantic Ocean. The 23 
English colonial-style rooms and suites are located in the Great House and charming Caribbean 
cottages with private plunge pools. Features include an acclaimed restaurant, swimming pool, 
spa, tennis court, croquet lawn, a rainforest ravine with walking trails and vervet monkeys, and a 
complimentary shuttle service to a choice of two beaches and downtown Basseterre.

Ottley’s Plantation, St Kitts

Nisbet Plantation Beach Club, Nevis

Pantone : 286 C
Solid Coated
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It’s not often you find yourself being served 
tea by the descendant of a saint. Or, for that 
matter, a pirate. But Cédric de Foucault, Maître 
de Maison of Anjajavy Hotel, one of the world’s 
most unique luxury hotels in the far north-west 
of Madagascar, happens to be both. 

One of his ancestors, the Blessed Charles de 
Foucauld, was beatified by Pope Benedict while 
another, Robert Surcouf, the so-called ‘King of 
the Corsairs’, was a French pirate who terrorised 
the British merchant fleet in the Indian Ocean 
and was made a member of the Légion 
d’honneur by Napoleon himself. 

Cédric recounted the story of his remarkable 
ancestral history as we relaxed in Anjajavy’s 
landscaped tropical gardens. In front of us 
were the white coral sands and turquoise sea 
of the Indian Ocean while all around was a 
forest that is home to many of the world’s most 
endangered and exotic animal species, many of 
which can be found nowhere else in the world. 

As if on cue, we were interrupted by a scream 
of delight coming from one of the honeymoon 
couples sitting at a nearby table. A pair of 
Coquerel’s sifaka lemurs were dancing across the 
lawn towards a nearby tree, bouncing on their 
back legs with giant leaps, arms outstretched 
and with their huge leathery palms wide open 
like worshippers at an evangelical church.

They were soon gazing down at us with 
benign curiosity through their bright, circular, 
orange eyes. This particular lemur species 
has distinctive white fur and brown ‘sleeve’ 
markings on its arms. One of the most striking 

of all Madagascar’s many and varied species of 
lemurs, they set our hearts racing in a way that 
would have eluded Valentino in his prime.

Our stay at Anjajavy was the culmination of 
our first-ever visit to the island after two years 
in mainland Africa where my wife, Sarah, and I 
had been working in safari camps. Madagascar 
is an evolutionary miracle. Splitting off from 
mainland Africa around 90 million years ago 
through the movement of tectonic plates, its 
animals, flora and fauna evolved completely 
independently of its vast continental neighbour. 

There are no super-predators like the lion and 
no deadly poisonous snakes that can kill a man, 
while many of the creatures that we saw, from 
bugs and chameleons to the lemurs themselves, 
seem touched by the supernatural. The only fly 
in the ointment is man himself whose activities 
have destroyed around 90% of the original 
forests, much of it in the 1970s in the post-
colonial era, and with it the habitat on which the 
wildlife depends for survival. 

Our journey began in the east of the island, 
a 4-hour drive from the capital Antananarivo, 
where we visited Vakona Forest Lodge to 
explore the rainforest in the Andasibe-Mantadia 
National Park, duly falling in love with each 

remarkable new species that we saw. First 
there was the giraffe weevil with its massive 
articulated neck and metallic red body like 
a miniature construction crane. Then there 
were the chameleons with their stereoscopic, 
individually mobile eyes and catapult tongues 
as long as their bodies. And the painted frogs 
with Jackson Pollock markings. Not forgetting 
the giant canary-yellow comet moth with a 10-
inch wingspan that landed on a nearby branch 
as we walked by. 

Even the species that we weren’t able to see 
left us raring for more, such as the aye-aye. This 
nocturnal lemur was made famous by Gerald 
Durrell’s 1992 book, The Aye-Aye and I, which 
helped raise awareness of Madagascar as an 
evolutionary Noah’s Ark.

JOURNEYS • MADAGASCAR

...we filled our days 
swimming, eating, 

kayaking and 
snorkelling. 
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Ironically, the very same physical characteristics 
that ensured the aye-aye’s survival over 65 
million years of evolution – namely hyper-
sensitive pantomime ears and a fleshless, 
elongated middle finger – were also the catalyst 
for its near demise. The word ‘lemur’ itself comes 
from a Latin word meaning ‘spirits of the dead’: 
the aye-aye was believed to be an evil ancestral 
spirit that brought bad luck and so was routinely 
hunted down.

As well as the phenomenal diversity of the 
wildlife, we will remember the Malagasay people 
with equal affection. Despite the subsistence-
level poverty of much of the island, there is a 
warmth and an absence of materialist values, 
particularly in the rural areas, that is in marked 
contrast to much of mainland Africa, as well as a 
huge amount of respect for the environment.
Protected for generations by the local Antandroy 
tribe, the Ifotaka Community Forest adjacent to 
the Mandrare river is as remote as it is wild and 
covers a huge expanse of gallery (deciduous) 
and spiny (desert) forest. 

We visited ancient burial grounds in the forests 
that are sacred to the ancestors. “The people 
here spend about three-quarters of their income 
on rituals to do with the dead,” Andreas, our 
guide, told us. “For the Antandroy people, 
keeping the ancestors happy is the only way 
they can find happiness themselves.” 

Exploring these sacred areas, we were careful 
to observe the strict rules of fady, the Malagasy 
system of taboo forms of behaviour, enshrined 
in the ‘Three Ps’: No pointing, no picking up 
and no peeing! As a way of protecting the 
environment it is hard to beat, and the forests 
were alive with huge numbers of rare species of 
lemurs and chameleons.

Our penultimate stop was Constance 
Tsarabanjina in the Indian Ocean, about 65km 
off the coast of Nosy Be in the far north, where 
we filled our days swimming, eating, kayaking 
and snorkelling. On one afternoon we headed 
out for a dive on the Tétons, a labyrinth of multi-
coloured coral reefs. Beneath the water, the 
local inhabitants were almost as extraordinary 
as those above: we saw huge shoals of jack, 
crocodile and scorpion fish, as well as a balloon 
fish in fully inflated party mode.

No visitor leaves Madagascar untouched. Its 
contradictions, its poverty and its environmental 
catastrophes seem effortlessly cast aside by 
its smiling, resilient people, its unique cultural 
heritage and, of course, the evolutionary 
miracle of the huge number of rare and quite 
breathtaking species that still survive. You never 
know what the future holds. So, just in case, go 
now! •

Images (clockwise from top-right)
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those above.
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Considered the fourth largest island in the world, Madagascar lies in the Indian Ocean just 
off the south-east coast of Africa. Its vast size encompasses diverse environments, home 
to many endemic species of wildlife.

Madagascar’s early history is somewhat blurred. Recent studies suggest that the first 
civilisation to exist here came from Indonesia, after crossing the ocean almost by accident. 
The first European settlers on the island were the Portuguese in the early 16th century, but 
the most recent domination by the French, from the late 19th century until independence 
in 1960, has most influenced Malagasy culture. 

Madagascar has a tropical climate, with large variations in rainfall across the island. April 
to June sees some downpours and this is when wildlife spotting is at its best. From July to 
October the weather is dry and cool – ideal for exploring. 

Vakona Forest Lodge
Vakona Forest Lodge is built in a privately owned patch of forest between the Andasibe 
and Mantadia reserves. The hotel has its own ‘lemur island’ where a variety of semi-tame 
lemurs live, and you can also visit the nearby reforestation project in Mitsinjo forest. 

Mandrare River Camp
Mandrare River Camp is the closest you will get to a mainland African high-quality 
safari camp. Set in the grounds of an old colonial plantation house on the banks of the 
Mandrare river, the sun rises directly over the water in front of the tents, providing a 
spectacular start to the day.

Manafiafy Beach & Rainforest Lodge 
Manafiafy is an intriguing combination of rainforest lodge and barefoot luxury, beach-style 
property. Some of the activities at the lodge include guided day and night rainforest walks, 
boat safaris along the river and whale-watching trips between July and December.

Try your hand at preparing a traditional Malagasy lunch or dinner in the Tana Kitchen, 
all under the supervision of a local chef. Set in a beautiful, renovated mansion in 
Antananarivo, this culinary experience is informal and great fun.

Cruise through the mangrove rainforests from Manafiafy Lodge, the perfect way to view 
the wildlife and reach hidden parts of the rainforest. The extensive river system will bring 
you into close proximity with a variety of birds and animals. Along the riverbanks watch 
local communities going about their daily fishing routines.

Andasibe-Mantadia National Park 
This park is split into two separate 
forested reserves: Analamazoatra, a 
small secondary rainforest where the star 
attractions are the 11 lemur species, and 
Mantadia, a magical primary rainforest 
with lush greenery at every turn.

Tsingy de Bemaraha National Park 
One of the last true wilderness areas 
in the country, the tsingy (Malagasy 
for ‘walking on tiptoes’) are vast tracts 
of limestone rock pinnacles formed by 
erosion from acidic rain. Hiking can be 
challenging but rewarding.

Amber Mountain National Park 
Packed with endemic flora and fauna, 
impressive waterfalls and volcanic lakes, 
this is a superb walking area. Huge tree 
ferns, including epiphytic bird’s nest ferns 
and strangler figs, add to the lush and 
exotic scenery.

Nosy Be 
Located 8km off the north-west coast, 
this island combines golden beaches, 
warm turquoise waters, cane plantations, 
rum distilleries, lively markets and 
bustling nightlife.
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by Cox & Kings Madagascar expert Andrew Gibb

Madagascar
AT A GLANCE

MJ F M A J J S O NA D

  C&K Recommended Tour

Madagascar Adventure
14 Days & 11 Nights from £2,695

This group tour explores the island’s 
extraordinary natural history along with 
its stunning scenery, idyllic beaches and 
fascinating culture, which is based on 
a mix of Christian and ancient spiritual 
beliefs.

Speak to our Africa experts to 
find out more.

020 3813 5108t

AT A GLANCE • MADAGASCAR
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CHILE • JOURNEYS

Set between the dramatic Andes and rugged Pacific coast, Chile 
stretches from the desolate Atacama desert in the north to 
the granite peaks, glacier fields and untamed wilderness of 

Patagonia in the south. Between these striking extremes lie snow-
capped volcanoes, crystal-clear lakes, winding fjords, ancient forests 
and verdant valleys dotted with vineyards. Chile is one of South 
America’s most prosperous countries, with its capital, Santiago, 
increasingly known as a foodie hot spot. Exploring Chile is a unique 
opportunity to experience pristine spectacular scenery, as well as a 
rich colonial heritage, indigenous communities and plenty of natural 
wonders. Here is our pick of some of the highlights.

Feeling
Chile
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The Atacama desert, Chile
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Atacama Desert

The Atacama desert is one of the driest 
places on Earth. It is also one of the most 
astonishing, featuring extraordinary 
landscapes of towering sand dunes, purple-
shaded volcanoes, crusted salt flats, explosive 
geysers and turquoise lakes. Surrounded by 
arid mountain ranges, the village of San Pedro 
de Atacama offers the perfect base from 
which to explore the area. At daybreak, watch 
the Tatio geysers spout steam and boiling 
water high into the air, feel the salt crack 
under your feet at the world’s third-largest 
salt flat, and see pink flamingos mirrored in 
electric blue lagoons. Ancient petroglyphs 
carved in stone, adobe villages, thermal 
springs, magnificent sunsets over desolate 
dunes and clear desert nights all add to the 
appeal of this remarkable destination.

Patagonia

Stretching across southern Chile and 
Argentina, Patagonia is a land of rugged and 
untamed wilderness. The remote Torres del 
Paine National Park, a 5-hour drive through 
the vast steppe from the southerly city 
of Punta Arenas, epitomises the unspoilt 
landscape of this windswept region. Soaring 
granite towers and cuernos (horns of rock) 
are surrounded by shimmering lagoons 
and glaciers, dense forests and tumbling 
waterfalls. This strikingly beautiful area 
is home to a wealth of wildlife including 
guanacos, flightless rheas, condors and 
flamingos, and can be explored by boat, 
vehicle or on foot. Hiking opportunities range 
from easy nature walks around the milky Lake 
Grey or Lake Azul to the more arduous hike up 
to the base of the famous towers.

Santiago & the Central Valley

The cosmopolitan capital of Chile is a buzzing 
metropolis set against the spectacular backdrop 
of the snow-capped Andes. Santiago’s historical 
attractions, including the elaborately decorated 
cathedral and the newly remodelled (and 
outstanding) Museum of Pre-Columbian Art, 
are complemented by hillside lanes, leafy 
parks, bustling street cafes and increasingly 
sophisticated restaurants that all add to the 
city’s vibrancy and charm. Just along the coast, 
the former principal port of Valparaíso is full of 
character. Cable-drawn funicular elevators scale 
the steep hills past colourful colonial houses. 
Soak up the bohemian atmosphere staying in 
one of these century-old mansions converted 
into characterful hotels, and visit the eccentric 
homes of Nobel prize-winning poet Pablo 
Neruda.

Easter Island

Officially part of Chile, mysterious Easter 
Island lies in the middle of the South Pacific 
and is one of the most remote inhabited 
islands in the world. This small patch of 
grass-covered volcanic rock is an extraordinary 
open-air museum, featuring 887 moai – or 
gigantic hand-carved stone statues. Believed 
to have been carved by the indigenous Rapa 
Nui peoples between the 12th and 17th 
centuries, these Unesco-listed monuments 
have a fascinating history (each taking teams 
of 5 or 6 men a year to create) and must be 
seen to be believed. 

Images (clockwise from top-right)
Guanaco
Rapa Nui National Park, Easter Island
Lake Pehoe, Torres del Paine

Cox & Kings has teamed up with LAN 
and TAM, companies part of LATAM 
Airlines Group, to produce a series of 
breathtaking videos shot on location in 
the Atacama Desert, Patagonia, Santiago 
& the Central Valley, and Easter Island. 

To see the unique wonders of 
these diverse regions in Chile, visit 
coxandkings.co.uk/chile
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Chile fringes the western coastline of South America, skirting Bolivia and Argentina to the 
east and the south Pacific Ocean to the west.

Chile has a long and complex history, from pre-Columbian Incan heritage and tribal culture 
to Spanish colonisation. The country gained independence from the Spanish in 1818, only to 
fall into civil war. In 1973 Salvador Allende’s short-lived Marxist government was overthrown 
by General Pinochet, and in 1990 democratic elections took place. Chile is now enjoying a 
period of economic and political stability.

Patagonia is best visited from October to March as this allows for the best weather 
conditions. Santiago, the surrounding winelands and the Atacama desert can be visited year 
round.

Lastarria Boutique Hotel, Santiago
This historic 1920s mansion features 14 refined rooms and is surrounded by antique shops, 
restaurants and some of the city’s best galleries and museums.

La Casona Matetic, Winelands
A boutique, organic vineyard located in the Casablanca Valley, the property features seven 
elegant guestrooms and private terraces overlooking the gardens and vineyards.  

Tierra Atacama, San Pedro de Atacama
This small contemporary hotel has 32 rooms, each with a terrace with views of the 
surrounding landscape. After a day of desert exploration, relax in the pools or the spa, and 
enjoy spectacular sunsets over the Licancabur volcano.

Explora Patagonia, Torres del Paine
Considered one of Chile’s most outstanding hotels, the Explora Patagonia has been designed 
to take advantage of its stunning location. From the hotel’s huge picture windows, look out 
over the blue waters of Lake Pehoé and directly at the dramatic Cuernos formation.

The origins of the pisco sour are a hotly debated topic of national pride between Chile 
and Peru. This medley of lemon juice, sugar, egg white, ice, Angostura bitters and the all-
important pisco – a brandy liquor – is a refreshing yet boozy bombshell of a cocktail.

Sky Costanera observation platform
For superb panoramic views, take a 40-second ride to the new observation platform on the 
61st floor of the Costanera Center in Santiago, the tallest building in South America. On clear 
days views reach up to 50km out into the surrounding region.

Winelands 
Take a day trip or overnight stay to the 
world-famous wineries in the fertile valleys 
surrounding Santiago. Colonial haciendas 
and boutique lodges offer country traditions, 
warm hospitality and fine wines produced 
from some of the oldest vineyards in Chile.

Stargazing in Northern Chile & Atacama 
Pollution-free and clear for most of the year, 
the skies in northern Chile are some of the 
best in the world for stargazing. Important 
observatories such as Mamalluca in the Elqui 
Valley and SPACE in San Pedro are open for 
visitors to learn more.

Patagonia cruises 
The fjords and austral channels of Patagonia 
form landscapes of extraordinary beauty. 
The Skorpios cruises reach the northern 
and southern ice fields, while the first-class 
Cruceros Australis ships skirt the southern 
tip of the continent to discover sparkling 
glaciers, dramatic scenery and wildlife.

Visit Easter Island 
The 600 or so moai statues scattered around 
Easter island are a poignant reminder of the 
civilisation that once thrived here. Guided 
tours to various ceremonial platforms 
and the quarry can be arranged, while 
the small village of Hanga Roa is easily 
explored on your own. 

 Highlights
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by Cox & Kings Chile expert Ariane Mick de Vizcaino

Chile
AT A GLANCE

MJ F M A J J S O NA D

  C&K Recommended Tour

Splendours of Chile
15 Days & 12 Nights from £3,595
This expansive group tour explores 
Chile’s extraordinary scenery including 
spectacular desert, mountainous 
landscapes and Patagonian wilderness, 
with time to experience Chilean culture 
along the way.

Speak to our Latin America 
experts to find out more.

020 3813 5108t
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Peter Hughes discovers some of south-east Asia’s least-seen temples and villages 
with Sanctuary Ananda – Burma’s most luxurious river cruiser

It was early for me, but the village had 
already roused itself. The air was soft 
with that exquisite coolness that augurs 
the tropical day. There was the scent of 

wood smoke, dust and dung. Dawn in these 
parts comes gently. Bullock carts, four in 
line, with huge wooden wheels, trundled to 
the fields, their sound muffled by the sandy 
track. All you could hear was the clink of the 
harness and an occasional ‘tch tch’ from 
the drivers. Three children dashed from 
their bamboo house and, climbing a ladder, 
placed posies of chrysanthemums in a tall 
spirit house, the local shrine. Ancestors 
appeased, they could ready themselves for 
school.

The village is Sin Kyun, in the centre of 
Burma (Myanmar) between Pagan (Bagan) 
and Mandalay. There is no great monument, 
or history, to attract the curious, nothing 
even for a visitor to buy. This is travellers’ 
Burma, where you go to sense the rhythms 
of rural life, to witness how some seven out 

of ten of the country’s 53 million people live. 
If there is a road in Sin Kyun, I didn’t see it. I 
certainly never saw a car, just a few mopeds. 
But then I arrived by boat. Sin Kyun is on 
the Irrawaddy, the biggest of the country’s 
rivers. I was on a cruise.

There are times when only a cruise will 
do. There are patches of the atlas that I 
certainly would never have seen without 
a ship, geographic nooks where there is 
barely a track to beat, let alone get off. 
If there are alternative ways of reaching 
them, you need to summon your inner 
Ranulph Fiennes to do so. Ships, though, 
not only make such journeys possible, 
but comfortable, too. Today’s Sinbads get 
sunbeds. 

Sanctuary Ananda is the epitome of 
this: the newest luxury cruiser in Burma, 
it carries 42 passengers on the rivers 
Irrawaddy and the little-known Chindwin. 
It may look like an Edwardian river-

steamer but it’s built to a 21st-century 
spec: all 21 suites have balconies and 
floor-to-ceiling windows making them 
roomy and light. There’s a spa, but the 
zone that truly lives up to the ‘sanctuary’ 
bit is the sundeck in the bow: a shady 
terrace placed to catch the breeze and 
180˚ views. With a plunge pool at one 
end, a bar at the other and solid timber 
loungers on a deck of teak, it’s both 
sanctum and retreat. You can bookend 
your day on the sundeck with a dip in the 
pool before breakfast and a snifter after 
dinner, all the while watching the sights of 
the river slide by.

On either side stretched the flood plain, 
broken by the occasional small freighter 
and the laborious progress of bullock 
carts along the banks. White pagodas 
were strewn across the land like blossom. 
Buddhism still dominates Burmese life. 

MYANMAR
Mysterious

SANCTUARY RETREATS • PROMOTION
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We stopped at Mingun, which, in the 
19th century, would have had the largest 
Buddhist pagoda in the world – had 
it been completed. Instead, it was 
abandoned, after a prophecy warned that 
the reigning king, Bodawpaya, would face 
his demise upon its completion. Thanks 
to Bodawpaya’s ensuing precautions, 
Mingun possesses one of the largest piles 
of bricks in the world and, nearby, what is 
supposedly the largest intact bell. 

The voyage ended at Pagan, where, 
between the 11th and 13th centuries, the 
Burmese kings indulged in a fury of temple 
building. More than 5,000 shrines were 
erected; nearly half survive, their stupas 
erupting from fields of sesame and maize. 
Among them is the temple of Ananda, 
after which the ship is named. But Pagan is 
best seen from above – I rose in a balloon 
at sunrise. Below a monk was chanting 

SUITES: 
•    21 suites, all with air conditioning, 

floor-to-ceiling windows plus  
full balconies

•    Largest entry and top level category 
suites on the river

AMENITIES: Spa, sundeck with plunge 
pool, Mindoon alfresco dining area, 
Talifoo Restaurant, Kansi Panorama 
lounge and bar

ONBOARD ACTIVITIES: Cooking classes, 
thanaka and longyi demonstrations, 
cultural lectures and performances

FOOD & DRINK:
•   Breakfast: Buffet and à la carte
•   Lunch: Buffet
•   Dinner: A la carte

ITINERARIES:
•   Cruises available from July – April
•    3-, 4- and 7- night itineraries 

between Pagan and Mandalay
•    10- and 11- night itineraries along the 

Chindwin and the Upper and Lower 
Irrawaddy river

HIGHLIGHTS:
•    Champagne sunset at U Bein 

Bridge
•  Starlit sandbank dinner in Pagan
•   Visit to the local village of Sin Kyun

mantras. Apart from the occasional roar of 
the burners, his was the only sound. 

On the last night we moored beside a 
beach, where tables were set up under the 
stars, lit by a galaxy of candles across the 
sand. With 50 dishes, some cooked on the 
spot, Ananda’s ‘sandbank buffet’ would 
have been spectacular in any setting, let 
alone beside one of the great rivers of Asia. 
In the distance, floodlit stupas glowed like 
beads of molten gold. 
 
I couldn’t have seen it any other way.  
And I wouldn’t have — any other way.

TRAVEL WITH COX & KINGS
10-night packages to Burma including a 
7-night cruise on the Sanctuary Ananda 
start at £3,195 per person. Contact a 
Cox & Kings Far East expert on 
020 3813 5108

ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW: 
SANCTUARY ANANDA

This article is a version of a feature that originally appeared in The Sunday Times Travel 
Magazine. You can find the mag at all good newsagents and supermarkets, priced £3.90. 
Compass readers can also benefit from an exclusive offer on subscriptions: get the next 
three issues delivered direct to your door for only £5 – with the option to continue after 
that for just £7.50 a quarter. Call  01795 414827, or visit sttmsub.co.uk and quote the code 
STTMSCT1; see the website for full terms and conditions.magazine

Sanctuary Ananda, Luxury Suite

Pagan

PROMOTION • SANCTUARY RETREATS
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Training
Wheels China’s high-speed rail revolution is 

opening up the country like never before, 
reports travel writer Caroline Eden

Whizzing along at speeds of 250km/h – 
almost as fast as a Formula One racing 
car – the bullet trains that criss-cross 
China today are becoming the smart 
way for travellers to tour the country. 
New travel itineraries are regularly 
opening up that were not possible 
before the arrival of high-speed 
trains and their punctuality, comfort 
and convenience are making them 
increasingly popular with visitors.

New sightseeing options are as 
numerous as the routes themselves. 
Take the train journey between two of 
the most visited cities, Beijing and Xian. 
Xian is the capital of Shaanxi province 
and is home to the Terracotta Warriors. 

Shanghai...constantly evolving and 
expanding with new skyscrapers, malls 
and districts...still manages to remain 
quintessentially Chinese.

‘

‘
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China’s high-speed rail revolution is 
opening up the country like never before, 
reports travel writer Caroline Eden

Previously, a journey aboard one of 
the old trains meant an uncomfortable 
night spent in an overcrowded carriage. 
Today, aboard a sharp-nosed and stylish 
bullet train, travel time has been halved 
to just over four hours. 

Part of the beauty of high-speed trains 
for holidaymakers is the extra time they 
allow at places of interest. Since the life-
sized Terracotta Army was accidentally 
dug up by farmers in 1974, the site has 
become one of China’s best-loved 
attractions. Commissioned by Emperor 
Qin Shi Huang – who employed around 
700,000 workers to make the 8,000 
terracotta figures – it is considered by 
many to be the world’s best example of 

funerary art. Time saved on travel is time 
that can be spent at Xian’s many other 
sights, including the ancient mosques 
in the Muslim quarter, the tomb of 
Emperor Jingdi, Shaanxi National 
Museum and the 64-metre-high Big 
Wild Goose Pagoda. 

The journey aboard is comfortable. The 
newly built trains travel silently through 
the countryside along electric lines and 
pull into modern railway stations, usually 
situated in the centre of town. This is far 
more convenient than arriving into an 
out-of-the-way airport, for a flight that – 
as internal flights become more popular 
with the increasingly wealthy Chinese 
population – is frequently overbooked. 

Then there is the eco-friendly 
factor as well. Trains are relatively 
environmentally friendly, with far lower 
CO2 emissions than aeroplanes. 

From Xian, a new day-trip option has 
also opened up thanks to high-speed 
rail. Today it is possible to travel to 
Luoyang from Xian in just an hour and a 
half, instead of five hours. A day spent in 
Luoyang could mean visiting the Shaolin 
monks – known for their devotion to 
Shaolin kung fu – in their mountainside 
monastery, or a trip out to the Longmen 
Grottoes, home to one of the finest 
examples of Chinese Buddhist art. 

Like Beijing and Xian, futuristic Shanghai 
– a must-visit for shopaholics, art lovers 
and foodies – nearly always features on 
traveller’s itineraries. Constantly evolving 
and expanding with new skyscrapers, 
malls and districts, it still manages 
to remain quintessentially Chinese, 
having preserved some of its historical 
quarters. Visitors will discover Chinese 
gardens and old teahouses, while the 
old city itself oozes character, featuring 
alleyways and makeshift markets where 
merchants hawk everything from meat 
and fish to ceramics and lanterns.
From Shanghai, new interesting day-trip 
options have also opened up. Suzhou 
looks tantalisingly close to Shanghai on 
the map, but on the old trains it would 
take a full half-day to reach the historic 
city. Now it takes just an hour. Suzhou 
is an elegant city best known for its 
manicured gardens. Listed by Unesco, 
the classical gardens – which date 
back to the sixth century BC – remind 
the visitor of the importance of natural 
beauty in Chinese culture. 

Travellers with a day to spare in 
Shanghai now also have the option 
of visiting Hangzhou, which can be 
reached in just an hour today, rather 
than four hours before the arrival 
of high-speed trains. It is a city that 
encapsulates the Orient and is a perfect 
antidote to big city life. Dotted with tiny 
bridges, willow trees and the ancient 
hillside Buddhist carvings of Feilai Feng, 
it is a city that lends itself to walking 
tours and cycling, making it quite unique 
in China. In the distance are the tea 
plantations that surround the village of 
Longjing. 
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One of the newest lines is the Hefei-
Fuzhou high-speed railway, which 
opened in June 2015. Connecting the 
east China cities of Hefei and Fuzhou, 
the new trains have shortened travel 
times between the two cities from eight 
hours to four. This particular bullet train 
travels at 300 km/h and spans three 
provinces. Starting from Hefei, the 
capital of Anhui province, the last stop 
is Fuzhou, the capital of Fujian province. 
This line is already being touted as the 
most beautiful in China, as it passes 
through several scenic sites, including 
three world heritage sites: Mount 
Huangshan, Mount Wuyi and Mount 
Sanqingshan.

As you might expect, new trains from 
the capital Beijing are also proving 
popular. Previously, hardy travellers 
would board a train in Beijing to travel 
to Taiyuan, spending a night on the 
rails. Today, the fast train takes just 
over five hours. Taiyuan is the gateway 
to Pingyao, a small town with well-
preserved Ming dynasty-era city 
walls and a captivating old town full 
of lantern-lined lanes and creaking 
temples. For many, this is China’s best-
preserved ancient town with city walls 
that date back to 1370.

The most frequently used and most 
talked about line is the Beijing to 
Shanghai line. These days, many locals 
in these two mega cities prefer to take 
the train as the price is comparable 
to a domestic flight. Before the 
introduction of the high-speed line, the 
train between the two cities meant an 
overnight journey, but now the high-
speed train (which completed its first 
journey in summer 2011) completes the 
trip in five and a half hours. 

It all sounds positive, but how does life 
on board compare with the older trains? 
The hawkers selling dumplings, fruit 
and cigarettes have all but disappeared 
from the new stations and fast trains. 
Instead, young waitresses in shiny new 
uniforms complete with smart hats 
serve noodles and rice dishes. Some 
of the atmosphere has been lost, 
but the trains are much cleaner. The 
chicken feet and cigarette butts that 
used to litter the floor have gone. The 
seating is aeroplane style, meaning 
a more comfortable journey, and the 
toilets are spotless. Some of the old 
traditions survive. Many passengers still 
board with their own packed lunches 
and use the communal hot water taps 

at the end of the carriages to fill up 
their flasks. Those who haven’t been 
on board before take photographs 
of the electronic speedometer that 
flashes in each carriage. High speed is 
still something of a novelty for many. 
Smoking has been banned but the use 
of mobile telephones aboard is profuse.

One of the most impressive newer 
stations is in Shanghai. The main railway 
station serves over 50 high-speed trains 
and has been updated several times. 
There are almost 100 ticket booths but, 
like most of the new stations, it is easy 
to navigate with clear signposts and 
announcements in English. The station 
itself is one way to see modern China – 
fast, efficient, bold – at close range. 

It is no exaggeration to say that high-
speed train travel is transforming tourism 
within China. Today’s travellers can 
avoid the tedium of domestic airports, 
experiencing fast and furious China first-
hand on the rails. A two-week journey 
around China, without taking a single 
domestic flight, is now possible, whereas 
previously it wouldn’t have been feasible 
(or possibly even desirable). Put simply, 
there has never been a better time to 
explore this giant land. •

CHINA • JOURNEYSCHINA • JOURNEYS

New routes on China’s new 
high-speed rail network 
include: 

Hefei – Fuzhou (opened July 
2015)
Travel time: 3 hours 40 minutes – 
4 hours 35 minutes
Travel for: Mount Wuyi, Earth 
Towers of the Hakkas
En route: Mount Huangshan, 
Mount Wuyi, Mount Sanqingshan, 
Wuyuan Ancient Town

Xian – Pingyao (early 2015)
Travel time: 2 hours 45 minutes – 3 
hours 14 minutes
Travel for: Close to Pingyao are 
Qiaotou village, Shuanglin Temple, 
Family Wang Courtyard

Beijing – Pingyao (late 2014)
Travel time: 4 hours
Travel for: Rishengchang 
Exchange Shop, Temple of the 
City God, Confucius Temple 

Beijing – Xian (2013)
Travel time: 4 hours – 6 hours
Travel for: Terracotta Warriors, 
Wild Goose Pagoda, the Muslim 
Quarter, the tomb of Emperor 
Jingdi, Shaanxi National Museum
 
Xian – Luoyang (2013)
Travel time: 1 hour 35 minutes – 1 
hour 50 minutes
Travel for: Longmen Grottoes, 
Shaolin Temple 
 
Xian – Wuhan (2013)
Travel time: 4 hours – 4 hours 45 
minutes
Travel for: Yellow Crane Tower, 
Hubei Provincial Museum

Shanghai – Suzhou (2011)
Travel time: 25-45 minutes
Travel for: Humble Administrator’s 
Garden, Garden of Master of 
Nets, Tiger Hill, Hanshan Temple, 
Panmen Gate, Suzhou Silk 
Museum

Shanghai – Hangzhou 
(established 2010)
Travel time: 45 minutes – 1 hour
Travel for: West Lake, Lingyin 
Temple, Six Harmonies Pagoda, 
Longjing tea village
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Located in east Asia and to the west of the Pacific Ocean, China is the world’s third largest 
country and bordered by a staggering 14 countries.

China’s history spans more than 5,000 years. From ancient origins in the Yellow River valley 
– ‘the cradle of Chinese civilisation’ – came a succession of warring dynasties and an era 
of feudalism, which only came to an end in 1911. The current People’s Republic of China 
was founded on 1st October 1949, and recent reform has established a thriving socialist 
market economy.

March to May and September to November are the ideal times to visit China, although 
1st to 7th October can be extremely busy due to nationwide festivities to celebrate the 
founding of the People’s Republic of China. Winter travel is possible but it can be very cold 
in the north.

The Fairmont Peace Hotel, Shanghai
Located on Shanghai’s expansive waterfront, the Bund, the Fairmont has been lovingly 
restored to its former glory as one of Shanghai’s celebrated landmarks. Highlights include 
the legendary Jazz Bar and the rooftop bar with sensational city views over the Huangpu 
river.

Hotel Cote Cour, Beijing
Hidden in the hutong district of old Beijing, this courtyard house originally served as a 
home for the dancers and musicians of the imperial courts. Artfully transformed into a 
charming boutique hotel, it combines traditional Chinese architecture and design with 
modern comforts.

Li-An Lodge, Longsheng County
Set among the frilled hills of the Longji Rice Terraces and constructed from wood using 
traditional methods, Li-An Lodge offers rural tranquillity, well away from the buzz of the big 
cities. The lodge’s owner, Keren Su, is also a renowned photographer and samples of his 
work adorn the lounge area.

Visit the night food markets of Beijing. As dusk falls, the streets fill and the stalls burst into 
life. From stir-fried starfish to scorpion-on-a-stick, nothing escapes the grill or frying pan. 
Local favourites include barbecued shrimp balls and sugar-glazed hawthorn.

Everyone wants to see the Great Wall of China – avoid the hoards at the busy Badaling 
section of the wall and travel to the more remote but less-visited section at Jinshanling 
Pass for crowd-free panoramas. For that special occasion, celebrate with a champagne 
picnic and views over the wall at Mutianyu.

Xian & the Terracotta Warriors 
Essential viewing for most travellers to 
China, the Terracotta Warriors have been 
a draw for visitors since their discovery 
in 1974. Those with an extra passion for 
archaeology can enjoy an exclusive visit to 
a nearby pit to inspect the ancient armour 
of this heavenly army up close.

Shanghai, Beijing & Chengdu 
These three cities are all the usual 
gateways for travellers to China, with 
direct BA flights arriving from London. 
Beijing is home to the key sites of the 
Forbidden City and the Summer Palace, 
while Shanghai and Chengdu are the face 
of modern China with rapid development 
and luxury hotels, restaurants and 
shopping. 

Yunnan Province 
For something different venture away 
from the bright lights of the cities to 
Yunnan province, a region of remote 
and spellbinding scenery. Evocatively 
named locations such as Jade Dragon 
Snow Mountain and Tiger Leaping Gorge, 
diverse ethnic groups, colourful markets 
and wild flowers will enchant you.

 Highlights

where
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when

sleep

eat

try

by Cox & Kings China expert, Neill Prothero

China
AT A GLANCE

MJ F M A J J S O NA D

  C&K Recommended Tour

China in Style by Rail 
12 Days & 10 Nights from £2,995 

Experience the comfort and speed 
of China’s high-speed trains on this 
privaye journey as you visit Beijing, Xian, 
Wuhan and Nanjing, before arriving in 
spectacular Shanghai.

Speak to our Far East experts 
to find out more.

020 3813 5108

AT A GLANCE • CHINA

t
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...the whole panorama of the Nile 
spread before my eyes, with all 
its romance and all its mystery 

bathed in an enchanting radiance.

‘

‘

Author Andrew Humphreys 
revisits the golden age of 
cruising along the Nile

N i l e
N o s t a l g i a
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By chance, the prince’s was not the only 
English party on the Nile at this time. Just 
a week or so earlier, a tour group led by 
none other than Thomas Cook himself 
had landed at Alexandria. This party was 
now accommodated on two Nile steamers 
– leased from the Egyptian government 
– and had departed Cairo just four days 
behind the royals.

The coincidence of the two Nile cruises 
became a source of excitement on one 
side and irritation on the other. Travelling 
as part of the prince’s retinue was the 
Times correspondent William Howard 
Russell. He reported that Cook’s party 
had been in “full cry up the river after the 
Prince and Princess”, eager at the prospect 
of running the royals to earth in a Pyramid, 
“of driving them to bay in the desert, of 
hunting them into the recesses of a ruin”. 

By the halfway point of Asyut, the royal 
lead had been cut to two days; at Luxor, 
the Cook party missed out on its quarry by 
only a few hours. Still, there was Aswan, 
the southern terminus for all Nile sailings, 
where white-water rapids forced all boats 
to halt, turn around and begin their 
journey back to Cairo. Sure enough, as the 
tourists steamed toward the small trading 
town, there was the royal fleet at its sandy 
moorings. But the ships were deserted: the 
royals had saddled up and gone to visit 
Philae, further upriver, from where they 
would transfer to small sailboats and push 
on into Nubia and out of reach. “Another 
day, and the Prince and Princess would 
have been at their mercy,” exclaimed a 
relieved Russell.

The Prince of Wales was mightily unlucky. 
Had he been on the Nile a week earlier, a 
month earlier, a year earlier, there would 
have been no tour group to give chase. He 
had the misfortune to make his low-profile 
escape at the same moment as the first-
ever organised group Nile cruise.

Until then, the only Nile voyagers had 
been small groups of no more than three 
or four. Typically writers, artists or quasi-
academics, definitely from moneyed 
backgrounds, these travellers had wealth 
and time enough to hire a dahabiya and 
crew, and take an average of three or 
four months to get up to Aswan and back 
under sail. Cook’s innovation of chartering 
steamers meant he could do the same trip 
in just 20 days and offer berths to a great 
many more people. And so – much to the 
annoyance of the dahabiya crowd – the 
Nile cruise was born.

If you thought that the hounding of 
celebrities began with the Sun, then 
you’re about a century out. In 1869 the 
Prince of Wales was in Egypt, enjoying 
a second honeymoon of sorts with his 

wife Alexandra. After being fêted in Cairo, 
the British royals set off up the Nile. There 
was an element of expediency about the 
whole tour, as back in England the prince’s 
name was being linked with a high-profile 
adultery scandal, and the more distance 
he could put between himself and his 
critics the better. 

The prince’s party sailed in a fleet of five 
blue and gold steamers, one of which 
towed a dahabiya, a sail boat that served 
as the royal sleeping quarters. The other 
steamers towed barges loaded with 
‘necessities and luxuries’, which between 
them included 3,000 bottles of champagne 
and 4,000 of claret. They had horses, a 
white donkey and four French chefs, plus 
an onboard taxidermist to stuff all the 
animals the prince was going to shoot. 
(There would be a lot: on just one day 
alone he bagged 28 flamingos. These 
were added to a haul of souvenirs that by 
the end of the trip would include a huge 
sarcophagus, 30 mummies, a live black 
ram and a 10-year-old Nubian boy, who 
was taken back to Sandringham.)

A felucca sailing on the Nile
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The New Oberoi Philae

Rebuilt and fully refurbished as a 
luxury cruiser, the Oberoi Philae 
will be plying the Nile waters again, 
offering leisurely 4- or 6-night trips 
between Luxor and Aswan.
 
With just 22 cabins and suites, 
the Oberoi Philae is perfect for 
honeymoon couples, groups 
of friends or family looking for 
an intimate, luxury Nile cruising 
experience. The bright, spacious 
cabins are equipped with the latest 
technologies and Wi-Fi, as well 
as large French windows from 
which you can watch life on the 
riverbanks.

Elegant indoor and poolside 
dining spaces are tastefully 
decorated and offer spectacular 
Nile panoramas. Savour the finest 
western, Indian, Asian and Middle 
Eastern cuisines, freshly prepared 
on board by talented chefs. 
Lunchtime barbecues and eclectic 
light meals are served at the 
poolside restaurant while the bar 
features a fully equipped movie 
theatre, a dance floor and a cigar 
lounge.

Other features include a 
magnificent onboard spa with 
exclusive Oberoi treatments, a fully 
equipped, 24-hour gymnasium 
and a temperature-controlled 
outdoor swimming pool.

TRAVEL WITH COX & KINGS 

Oberoi Philae Nile Cruise
10 Days & 9 Nights – From £2,810 
per person

Call 020 3813 5108 or email 
info@coxandkings.co.uk

It’s now almost 150 years later and, of 
course, the business of Nile cruising has 
grown enormously. But it is surprising 
how much has stayed the same. For one, 
the itinerary that the meticulous planner 
Cook came up with is still largely followed 
today. And why not? It’s perfect. It allows 
visitors to experience Egyptian history 
in chronological fashion. Although not a 
pharaonic city, Cairo, the starting point, 
is base camp for visiting some of the 
most ancient of Egyptian monuments – 
obviously the Pyramids, but also the even 
older Stepped Pyramid at Saqqara. Then 
to Luxor for the glories of the Middle and 
New Kingdoms, including the towering 
grandeur of Luxor and Karnak temples, 
and the claustrophobe’s nightmare of the 
rock-cut tombs of the Valley of the Kings. 
And south again via the Greco-Roman-era 
riverside temples at Edfu, Esna and Kom 
Ombo, to end up in Aswan, jumping-off 
point for a visit to the island of Philae, site 
of one of the last and most beautiful of 
ancient monuments.

Although on that first cruise Cook leased 
his steamers, it wasn’t too long before 
the company built its own fleet – soon 
followed by several competitors. By the 
end of the 19th century, when it came 
to service and luxuries, the Nile boats 
were already equal to the best hotels, 
with the same procession of porters in 
gowns, European managers, spacious 
accommodation and comfortable 
lounges. Sightseeing would take place 
in the mornings before the heat became 
too intense, then it was back on board 
for lunch. Sailing in the afternoon was 
sometimes accompanied with another 
brief excursion before tea, served on the 
upper deck in an open salon furnished 
with easy chairs, tables, oriental carpets, 
and potted plants. There would be an hour 
or two of letter writing and consulting 
guidebooks before a sumptuous dinner. As 
dessert was served, the boat’s dragoman – 
the local guide – would appear to give the 
itinerary for the following day, after which 
passengers would retire early in order to 
be up to see the sunrise. This could almost 
be a description of life on a Nile cruise 
today.

Between stops, passengers then, as now, 
rested and eased themselves into the 
languorous routine of the river. They 
would watch the scenery idle by: the palm 
groves, the sugarcane fields, the low-rise 
waterfront villages with oxen in the fields 
– although these days there are forests 
of rooftop satellite dishes to add a jolt of 
modernity. 

Lilian Bell, a Chicago-born novelist and 
feminist, was on the Nile in 1900: “One 
moonlight night was so bright that our 
boat started about three o’clock instead of 
waiting for daylight, and the start swung 
my state-room door open. There was 
the whole panorama of the Nile spread 
before my eyes, with all its romance and 
all its mystery bathed in an enchanting 
radiance. An obelisk made an exclamation-
point against the sky, or the ruins of a 
temple fretted the horizon. It was the 
land of Ptolemy, of Rameses, of Hathor, of 
Horus, of Isis and Osiris, of Herodotus and 
Cleopatra. It was the silence of the ages 
which fell upon me, and then and there, 
in that hour of absolute stillness, all my 
dreams of the Nile came true.”

All of this remains now as it was then, 
and the Nile is just as likely today to push 
journalists into over-extravagant prose as 
it has always been. Except these days the 
latches are more efficient: you are going to 
have to get out of bed and open the door 
yourself. •

Andrew Humphreys is 
the author of On the 
Nile in the Golden Age 
of Travel 
£20.00 • The American 
University in Cairo Press)
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Regarded as the longest river in the world, the Nile flows through 11 countries in the north-
east of Africa, ending in Egypt, where it creates a fertile path through the Eastern and 
Western deserts.

Egyptian civilisation has depended on the Nile waters since time immemorial; most of the 
country’s population is to be found along its riverbanks. From the first Pharaoh’s and the 
building of the Pyramids to Caesar’s cruise with Cleopatra, the rule of both Ottoman and 
British empires and the declaration of independence in 1922, the majority of Egyptian 
history has taken place within a stone’s throw of the Nile.

The best time to cruise the Nile is from October to April, when temperatures are cooler. 

The Sofitel Winter Palace, Luxor
Resting amid tropical gardens on the banks of the Nile, minutes from Luxor temple, this 
graceful colonial pile bears all the sumptuous hallmarks of a bygone era. Sip tea on the 
Nile Terrace and dine in the evening amid gilded mirrors and twinkling chandeliers at the 
1886 Restaurant.

The Sofitel Legend Old Cataract, Aswan
Situated next to the rocky outcrop of the first cataract of the Nile, close to Elephantine 
Island, this 19th-century Victorian palace has a lavish Arabian interior. Relax amid the 
gardens, terraces and sumptuous oriental surroundings with incredible views of the palm-
fringed Nile.

Mena House, Giza
Built in 1869, Mena House sits in the shadow of the towering Great Pyramid and is 
surrounded by 16 hectares of gardens. The rooms and suites are lavishly appointed and 
traditionally furnished, with many offering views of the Pyramids. 

Take high tea while watching the sun set from the terrace of the Sofitel Legend Old 
Cataract. Savour mouth-watering cakes and pastries as the sun dips low over the river. 
Wooden feluccas glide by as the call to prayer rings out across the waters. This is a truly 
magical experience.

See how one of the great archaeologists of the 20th century lived and worked. The house 
where Howard Carter stayed during the excavation of Tutankhamun’s tomb is now a 
museum, faithfully restored and decorated with photographs and tools used during the 
excavation. There is also a replica of Tutankhamun’s burial chamber in the garden.

Luxor 
The city of Luxor is stuffed with historical 
sites. On the East Bank and within the 
modern city itself are the temples of 
Karnak and Luxor while just across 
the river is the West Bank Necropolis, 
including the Valley of the Kings and 
Queens.

Temple of Horus, Edfu  
The city of Edfu has one of the best-
preserved temples in all of Egypt. Buried 
under desert sand and Nile silt for over 
two millennia, the Temple of Horus is 
second only to Karnak in size.

Kom Ombo 
Dedicated both to the crocodile god 
Sobek and the falcon god Haroeris, the 
Kom Ombo temple complex has a unique 
double design. While you’re here, make a 
stop at the small museum dedicated to 
the mummification of crocodiles.

Aswan 
Aswan is home to the Temple of Philae, 
or the ‘Pearl of Egypt’, a spectacular 
Unesco site on Agilkia Island. Aswan is 
also the perfect spot to take a traditional 
felucca ride on the Nile at sunset.
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by Cox & Kings Egypt expert, Michael Fleetwood

Egypt
AT A GLANCE

MJ F M A J J S O NA D

  C&K Recommended Tour

The Treasures of the Nile  
8-day cruise from £1,285  

Features 5-star accommodation 
throughout with 3 nights in Cairo and 4 
nights on the Sonesta St George I. 

Speak to our North Africa 
experts to find out more.

020 3813 5108t
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A Taste for Art
Travel writer Abigail Blasi savours the flavours of Emilia-Romagna, Italy
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and 66 metres wide, reaching a height of 
51 metres. This fact is doubly astonishing 
when you realise that the building was 
never completed due to overly ambitious 
plans to outdo St Peter’s in Rome. The 
piazza also houses the impressive Palazzo 
dell’Archiginnasio, the main university 
buildings, which include a library and 
splendidly evocative 17th-century dissecting 
room, with banks of wooden seating from 
which students could observe proceedings. 

A mere 30km east of Bologna lies Ravenna, 
home to some of the world’s most beautiful 
churches. Built from delicate, pinkish stone, 
these contain a rare concentration of 
glittering Byzantine art, with eight of the 
buildings so extraordinary that they are 
recognised as Unesco world heritage sites.  

Ravenna may feel sleepy today, but it was 
capital of the Western Roman Empire for 
around 70 years. From the sixth to eighth 
centuries, Ravenna was the seat of Byzantine 
power and the magnificent churches were 
built and decorated to match its status. 
Ravenna’s ancient church interiors are covered 
in a fabulous kaleidoscope of glittering 
mosaic, “a symphony of colours” as Dante 
Alighieri described them. The medieval Italian 
poet spent 19 years in the city writing his 
Divine Comedy, and is buried here. A much 
later fan was Austrian painter Gustave Klimt, 
who visited Ravenna in the 19th century. The 
influence of the glinting mosaics is clearly 
visible in Klimt’s work. 

Foremost amongst the churches is the 
octagonal Basilica di San Vitale, a harmonious 
marriage of Romanesque and Byzantine 
elements. Inside, the church is covered in 
richly glowing mosaics of golds, greens, 
yellows and blues – the finest collection of 
Byzantine mosaics outside Istanbul. Close to 
San Vitale, the Galla Placidia Mausoleum is 
covered in a jewel-like explosion of sumptuous 
colour. Also exquisitely beautiful is the Basilica 
di Sant’Apollinare Nuova, built in pinkish 
stone, its be-hatted bell-tower lined by arched 
windows. Within the church, the mosaics glow 
green and gold, and show processions of 
martyrs and virgins and scenes from the life 
of Christ. 

                ich in so many ways, the region of 
Emilia-Romagna is the illustrious home of 
some of Italy’s most delicious foodstuffs. 
Both parmesan cheese and Parma ham hail 
from this glorious region, and Bologna is 
known as ‘la grassa’ (the fat one) for its love 
of sausages, salami and cheese. In a country 
of gastronomes, the area has a special status, 
talked of in hushed, reverent tones for its ragù 
(Bolognese) and incredible golden yolky fresh 
tagliatelle pasta. 

However, Emilia-Romagna’s cuisine is just 
one of its many attractions. The countryside 
is a thousand shades of green, with rolling 
hills, vineyards and a landscape like a green-
hued patchwork quilt. The towns are likewise 
magnificent, bursting with russet-stone 
towers, shimmering gold, ruby and emerald-
coloured mosaics, and medieval, Renaissance 
and Byzantine splendours. It’s curious but, 
because Italy is so blessed with beauty, the 
region fails to get the attention it deserves. 
Which perversely is yet another good reason 
to visit: the Italy you’ll discover here feels 
authentic, from the old men watching 
the world go by on town piazzas to secret 
churches filled with golden decoration and 
sparkling stained-glass filtered light. 

Bologna, capital of the region, is both 
an ancient centre of learning and visual 
delight. Built from autumnal-hued red brick, 
Bologna has an astoundingly well-preserved 
medieval city centre. Lined with over 40km 
of gracious colonnades and cobbled streets, 
the entire townscape is dominated by tall 
towers – a medieval Manhattan. There were 
once 180 of these, built by embattled and 
argumentative noble families who used them 
first as fortifications and then to keep up with 
the Joneses. Just 21 towers remain today, red-
brick sentinels stalking across the city skyline. 
Most famous are the city’s leaning towers. 
The Torre Garisenda tilts 3.2 metres and is out 
of bounds, but you can climb the 97.6-metre-
high Torre degli Asinelli. Huff 498 steps to the 
top, and be rewarded with panoramic views 
of the terracotta-red palazzi, slanted roofs 
and piazzas below, all perfectly framed by 
blue-green countryside. 

Back on the ground, Piazza Maggiore is 
Bologna’s focal point, overlooked by the 
magnificent Basilica di San Petronio. Dating 
back to 1390, this is the world’s fifth largest 
church: an awe-inspiring 132 metres long 
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A third highlight on any Emilia-Romagna 
odyssey is Parma, to the west of Bologna. 
This city has not only presented the world 
with the sumptuous gifts of Parma ham and 
parmesan cheese, but is also the spiritual 
home of composer Giuseppe Verdi, who 
was born around 30km away in 1830. It’s a 
good-looking and prosperous provincial city, 
lined with golden stone and faded terracotta 
buildings, light on traffic and moving at 
an easy-going pace. There are superlative 
restaurants staffed by charismatic waiters, and 
gilded cafes in which to take stock of Parma’s 
expertise at the good life. 

The gracious architecture of the town is 
focused around its Duomo. Romanesque on 
the outside and bursting with baroque in the 
interior, it houses the15th-century Assumption 
by Antonio da Correggio, where cherubs 
and angels flutter heavenwards. Beside the 
cathedral is the even more spectacular 11th-
century baptistery: layer upon layer of finely 
fluted pink marble of storybook splendour. 
Parma also harbours the 16th-century Palazzo 

della Pilotta, a huge edifice encompassing an 
archaeological museum; ancient library; an 
under-visited National Gallery featuring works 
by Da Vinci, El Greco and Canaletto; and the 
17th-century Teatro Farnese, completely built 
out of wood (and rebuilt after destruction in 
the second world war). Nearby, Teatro Regio, 
a gloriously gilded 19th-century theatre with 
five richly tiered white and gold galleries, 
regularly stages performances of Verdi’s 
operas. 

But there’s no getting away from it, a visit 
to Parma is the prime opportunity to try its 
famous foodstuffs at source: huge golden 
wheels of parmigiano reggiano (parmesan) 
and the pink-hued Parma ham. At renowned 
delicatessens such as Salumeria Verdi (Via 
Giuseppe Garibaldi), enter through a curtain 
of ham legs, surrounded by walls of cheese. 
They make the ideal souvenir from Emilia-
Romagna, a mysteriously overlooked culinary 
and artistic paradise. •

Images (clockwise from top-left)
Basilica di San Vitale, Ravenna

Curing Parma ham
Mosaic detail, Basilica di San Vitale

Twisting street, Parma

...a good-looking and 
prosperous provincial 
city, lined with golden 

stone and faded 
terracotta buildings...

‘

‘
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Only a man with uncompromising standards and real 
devotion for food could have crafted an olive oil 

with such exceptional flavour. 
Let Filippo Berio’s passion for excellence inspire you 
to create delicious meals for your family and friends.

Having mastered the art 
of making olive oil,

Filippo Berio soon found himself 
creating ways for everyone to enjoy it.
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devotion for food could have crafted an olive oil 

with such exceptional flavour. 
Let Filippo Berio’s passion for excellence inspire you 
to create delicious meals for your family and friends.

Having mastered the art 
of making olive oil,

Filippo Berio soon found himself 
creating ways for everyone to enjoy it.
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Almost stretching across the breadth of northern Italy, this region is split between the hilly 
countryside of the Apennines and the flat plains of the Po river valley, with a short stretch 
of Adriatic coastline.

This region has a long cultural legacy, from the Etruscans and Gauls to the advanced 
civilisation of the Romans, still evident today in the dead-straight Via Emilia and Ravenna, 
once the capital of the Western Roman Empire. Following the prosperous Byzantine period, 
much of the region was parcelled out to the Papal States. Uniting with the early Italian 
nation in 1859, the next step was to join Emilia with Romagna in 1947.

Summer months are hot and muggy while winters are mild with rainfall and sometimes 
snow. A lot of the foodie festivals are held through the autumn months, making this the 
best time to visit for gastronomes. 

Al Cappello Rosso, Bologna 
Hosting guests since 1375, when it operated as a tavern for the many people coming to 
the regional capital, this comfortable and convenient hotel is situated in the historical 
centre, just a stroll away from Piazza Maggiore. Dine in the hotel’s osteria, which recreates 
the delicious traditional flavours and atmosphere of former days.

Hotel Posta, Reggio Emilia 
Housed in the 13th-century Palazzo del Capitano del Popolo in the historical centre of 
Reggio Emilia, Hotel Posta offers traditional, cosy rooms not far from the Romanesque 
cathedral.

Treat yourself to an innovative dining experience at Osteria Francescana in Modena. 
Owned by chef Massimo Bottura, this three Michelin-starred restaurant was rated second 
in the World’s 50 Best Restaurants by Restaurant magazine in 2015.

When we think of Lambrusco we tend to remember the overly sweet wine which was so 
popular in the 70s and 80s. Think again. There are far more superior bottles of this red wine 
to be found in Emilia-Romagna, where the grape originates from, including drier varieties.

Visit the Ferrari museum in Maranello with its interactive exhibits focusing on Ferrari’s 
present and future and its extraordinary history. The permanent exhibition showcases 
Formula One and the World Championships with themed rooms including a Formula One 
simulator.

Cremona 
Manufacturing musical instruments 
since the early 16th century, this historic 
town is recognised by Unesco for its 
distinguished musical history and 
traditional violin craftsmanship. 

Ravenna 
The former capital of the Western 
Roman Empire, Ravenna boasts eight 
Unesco world heritage sites including 
the Mausoleum of Galla Placidia, an 
ancient Roman building containing 
what are often considered to be the best 
Byzantine mosaics in the world. 

Bologna 
The well-preserved historical centre of 
Bologna has covered walkways, medieval 
palaces and the oldest university in 
Europe with a fascinating anatomical 
theatre with wooden carvings and 
panelling. 

Parma 
This university city has a beautiful array 
of architecture with a baroque theatre, 
the first with a proscenium arch, and a 
Romanesque cathedral with baptistery, 
filled with exquisite Renaissance art.
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by Cox & Kings Europe expert, Michael Fleetwood

Italy
AT A GLANCE

MJ F M A J J S O NA D

  C&K Recommended Tour

The Riches of Emilia-Romagna  
8 Days & 7 Nights from £1,340 

Explore both the remarkable cultural 
heritage and gastronomic delights of 
Emilia-Romagna, from Renaissance 
cities and Etruscan monuments to ham, 
parmesan and gelato tastings.

Speak to our Europe experts 
to find out more.

020 3813 5108t
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Cox & Kings is the travel partner for 
the Royal Academy of Arts (RA). Our 
programme of expert-led tours is 
open to all art lovers, enthusiasts and 
experts alike.

The 2016 brochure is now out, featuring 
36 tours to 29 countries with new 
destinations as diverse as the Côte 
d’Azur and Japan.  Focusing on the 
art, architecture and archaeology of 
many of the world’s most culturally 
rich destinations, these tours are 
accompanied by expert lecturers who 
help to design the itineraries, give talks 
along the way and, in many cases, open 
doors that would normally be closed to 
the general public.

For reservations, please call 
020 7873 5013

 

Art Tours 
Worldwide
Art • Archaeology • Architecture
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FLORENCE: 
Patronage & Palaces with Siân Walters, 

19 April – 5 nights from £1,595

ISTANBUL: 
Byzantine & Ottoman Treasures with Dr William Taylor, 

11 April – 5 nights from £1,145

PERU: 
Pre-Columbian & Colonial Treasures with David Drew, 

11 April – 12 nights from £3,695

For detailed itineraries and prices, please request a copy of the 2016-17  
RA Worldwide Art Tours brochure by calling 0844 576 5518 quoting reference 

COMPASS, or visit coxandkings.co.uk/ra

Spring 2016 Highlights
A taste of our Spring 2016 tour collection...
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Park
Life Travel writer Sarah Gilbert discovers 

the verdant wonders of Costa Rica
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D
awn breaks with the sonorous 
roar of howler monkeys and a 
chorus of unidentified chirrups, 
whoops and caws. Squabbling 
squirrel monkeys are ignored 

by the spider monkeys, busy putting on an 
impressive display of aerial gymnastics. Above, 
an unwieldy looking toucan perches on a flimsy 
branch as a pair of jewel-coloured scarlet 
macaws diligently preen each other. Giant 
iguanas sun themselves on tree trunks and a 
Golfo Dulce poison dart frog – barely larger than 
a thumbnail – hops into the dense green foliage. 
Just an average morning in Costa Rica, Central 
America’s wildlife wonderland.

Millions of years ago, Costa Rica became part of 
a land bridge connecting the North and South 
American continents, allowing its flora and 
fauna to mix. Today it’s home to an estimated 
6% of the world’s plant and animal species and 
the sheer diversity of its exotic flora and fauna 
is staggering: around 850 species of birds, 600 
of butterflies and almost 240 of mammals, 
including humpback whales, dolphins, sea 
turtles and four species of monkey, all in an area 
around two-thirds the size of Scotland.
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The forward-thinking government has also 
protected a larger proportion of land than 
any other country – 27% of Costa Rica is 
devoted to national parks and reserves, 
covering at least six different habitats, from 
dense rainforests and mist-wreathed cloud 
forests, to marine reserves and still-smoking 
volcanoes. And you don’t have to sacrifice 
luxury to go green, with increasingly stylish, 
environmentally responsible hotels opening 
around its varied landscapes. 

San José, the cosmopolitan capital, has some 
of the region’s top museums where you can 
discover the country’s often overlooked pre-
Columbian history at the dazzling Museum 
of Pre-Columbian Gold, the world’s largest 
collection of American jade at the Jade 
Museum, and Central America’s largest 
and most important collection of modern 
art at the Museum of Contemporary Art 
and Design. The Central Market is great for 
souvenir shopping and the historic mansions 
of the Amón and Otoya neighbourhoods are 
filling up with cafes selling world-class coffee, 
bars offering artisan beer and fine-dining 
fusion restaurants. 

The majestic volcanoes and organic coffee 
fincas of the fertile Central Valley are a short 
drive to the north, where you can take a bean-
to-cup tour to see the picking, drying and 
roasting process first-hand before a cupping 
session. Or stop off in Sarchí, the birthplace 
of the carreta, or brightly painted ox cart, and 
home to dozens of handicraft workshops. 
The charming colonial town of Barva is a 
national monument, first settled by Spanish 
conquistadors in 1561. The road leads to 
the enormous but dormant Barva volcano 
with hiking trails to the summit. It’s set at the 
western edge of the country’s largest national 
park, Braulio Carrillo, which protects a range 
of ecosystems from cloud forest to tropical 
wet forest and hundreds of birds and animals. 

Arenal volcano’s perfect cone rises into 
the clouds, looming over the town of La 
Fortuna. It hasn’t erupted since 1968 but 
until recently regularly emitted atmospheric 
plumes of smoke and lava; climbing it is 
strictly forbidden. Hike up the national park’s 
numerous trails or down to La Fortuna’s 
impressive waterfall. Arenal Hanging Bridges, 
a series of fixed and hanging bridges looping 
through primary rainforest in an expansive 
private reserve, is a less demanding option. 
Afterwards, you can ease weary muscles in 
the region’s natural hot springs.

 

North of La Fortuna, close to the border with 
Nicaragua, the Caño Negro Wildlife Refuge 
is one of the most important protected 
wetlands in the world and the natural habitat 
for more than 350 bird species; it may look 
remote but it’s just a comfortable 90-minute 
drive away.

To the south, the Poás volcano is part of the 
country’s most-visited national park, where 
you can peer into its enormous craters – one 
belching sulphurous mud, another filled with 
a shimmering lagoon – without a strenuous 
uphill hike. 

South-west of La Fortuna, sitting high on the 
country’s mountainous spine and reached by 
a bumpy unpaved road, lies Monteverde. It 
was settled in the 1950s by a small group of 
American Quakers and now the Monteverde 
Cloud Forest Biological Reserve has become 
one of the country’s biggest natural 
attractions. 

It’s the meeting point of the Continental 
Divide, where moist air from the Caribbean 
meets dry air from the Pacific, creating a 
biodiversity hotspot and a birder’s paradise. 
Expect to see up to 30 species of evocatively 
named, iridescent hummingbirds and, with 
luck, the elusive quetzal, resplendent in its 
brilliant crimson and blue-green plumage.

On the central Pacific coast, Manual Antonio 
National Park is one of Costa Rica’s smallest 
and most popular. Fronted by spectacular 
beaches and backed by dense rainforest, 
it’s one of the easiest places to spot wildlife, 
including slumbering sloths and three of the 
country’s four species of monkey, including 
squirrel, white-headed capuchin and mantled 
howler. 

Further south, the remote Osa peninsula 
is a vast expanse of rainforest, mangroves 
and rivers, ringed by pristine beaches, where 
80% of the peninsula is either nationally or 
privately protected land. 

Some of the country’s best snorkelling is 
found off Isla del Caño, and the shores of 
Bahía Drake and the Golfo Dulce are perfect 
for dolphin spotting from boats or kayaks. Not 
forgetting the wild and wonderful Corcovado 
National Park, one of the most bio-diverse 
places on the planet, where vociferous howler 
monkeys supply the wake-up call.

Guanacaste province, on the country’s 
north Pacific coast, is famed for its picture-
perfect beaches, including the secluded 
and upmarket Papagayo peninsula. To the 
north, Santa Rosa National Park is home 
to 10 unique habitats, from mangroves to 
dry tropical forest and a plethora of wildlife, 
including Nancite Beach, which is one of 
Costa Rica’s most significant nesting sites for 
the Ridley turtle, especially during September 
and October. While Grande Beach, part of Las 
Baulas National Marine Park, is an important 
nesting site for leatherback turtles from 
October to May.

On the southernmost tip of the idyllic Nicoya 
peninsula, the laidback beach towns of Santa 
Teresa and Mal Pais are reached by a bone-
jangling road, and most of the locals don’t 
want that to change. The area was a giant 
cattle farm until after the second world war, 
in the 1970s intrepid surfers began to arrive,  
and electricity didn’t arrive until the mid-
1990s. Its beautiful beaches, rolling surf and 
creative kitchens are worth the effort. So too 
is the Curu National Reserve and one of the 
last swathes of tropical lowland forest at the 
Cabo Blanco Nature Reserve. 

...the wild and 
wonderful Corcovado 
National Park, one of 
the most bio-diverse 
places on the planet, 

where vociferous 
howler monkeys supply 

the wake-up call.
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On the country’s long stretch of Caribbean 
coastline, Limón is where dense rainforest 
meets white-sand beaches on one side and 
the Talamanca mountain range on the other. 
To the north, the remote Tortuguero National 
Park is a sanctuary for nesting sea turtles – 
the peak season is July and August – and 
around 300 bird species. You can tour its 
narrow waterways by motorboat and canoe. 

With its abundance of natural beauty and 
nicknamed ‘the Switzerland of Central 
America’ – the country has a long democratic 
tradition, it’s never had a war and doesn’t 
even have an army – it’s no wonder that 
Costa Rica scores so highly on the Happy 
Planet Index, and the ticos are delighted to 
share their pura vida, or pure life, with you. •

Images (clockwise from top)
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Costa Rica beach scene

27% of Costa Rica is devoted 
to national parks and 

reserves, covering at least six 
different habitats, from dense 

rainforests and mist-wreathed 
cloud forests, to marine 

reserves and still-smoking 
volcanoes. 
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In Central America, between Nicaragua and Panama and with Pacific and Caribbean 
coastlines.

Little evidence remains of the pre-Columbian tribes who first inhabited the region.  
Colonised by the Spanish in the mid-16th century, it became part of the United Provinces 
of Central America in 1821 and gained full independence in 1838.  A remarkable fact 
is the abolishment of the army in 1949 – today Costa Rica is still one of the very few 
countries in the world without military forces. 

The drier months from December to May are the best time to visit. In the green season, 
from May to November, mornings are usually clear, with rain in the afternoons.

Arenal Nayara Hotel & Gardens, Arenal
An exclusive hotel with 24 individual casitas, set among lush tropical gardens and with 
stunning views of the Arenal volcano. 

El Parador, Manuel Antonio
Located on a peninsula with panoramic Pacific Ocean views, the hotel features 129 rooms, 
a choice of restaurants, an infinity pool and spa.

Casa Corcovado Jungle Lodge, Corcovado National Park
Occupying a 68-hectare private reserve that borders the Corcovado National Park, this 
lodge offers tastefully designed bungalows, two swimming pools, a sunset bar and 
restaurant, serving international and local cuisine. Excursions are offered into the park and 
to Cano Island.

See the bean-to-cup process in action at the Doka Estate, a coffee plantation on the slopes 
of the Poas volcano. Watch the harvesting, processing and roasting of the grains and learn 
about the production of this first-class coffee. The hydro-powered mill here is one of the 
oldest in Costa Rica.

Get off the beaten track and visit the quieter cloudforests of the small, forested farming 
community of San Gerardo de Dota for excellent birdwatching with opportunities to spot 
quetzals, trogons and hummingbirds.
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by Cox & Kings Costa Rica expert Ariane Mick de Vizcaino

Costa Rica
AT A GLANCE

MJ F M A J J S O NA D

  C&K Recommended Tour

Natural Splendours of Costa Rica 
11 Days & 9 Nights from £1,745
Discover the astonishing variety of 
wildlife and contrasting habitats of Costa 
Rica on a journey through some of the 
country’s major national parks.

Speak to our Latin America 
experts to find out more.

020 3813 5108t

 Highlights

Monteverde cloud forest 
Mist-shrouded Monteverde and the 
adjacent, smaller Santa Elena Reserve 
are home to a profusion of plant, insect 
and bird life. Hike along trails surrounded 
by hanging vines or flowering orchids, 
or stroll through the treetops on canopy 
walkways.

Manuel Antonio 
Manuel Antonio is one of the smallest 
parks in Costa Rica but one of the finest, 
with forest-fringed Pacific beaches and 
dramatic rocky headlands offering superb 
ocean views. At certain times of year 
migrating whales can be observed from 
the shoreline.

Arenal & the north
The impressive cone-shaped Arenal 
volcano is surrounded by beautiful 
scenery. Hike the various trails and 
then relax in the abundant hot springs. 
Further north-west is the Tenorio Volcano 
National Park, where rainforest walks lead 
to a beautiful waterfall and the turquoise 
Rio Celeste.

Cano Negro Wildlife Refuge  
Protecting a number of endangered 
migratory species, Cano Negro is one of 
the most important wetland regions in 
Central America. Take a boat trip down 
the Rio Frio for excellent birdwatching 
opportunities, including possible sightings 
of anhingas, roseate spoonbills and wood 
storks.



T R AV E L  E X P E R I E NC E D

Discover

Costa Rica
With Cox & Kings and British Airways

Cox & Kings is the world’s longest established travel company, 
offering high quality small group tours and tailor-made holidays 
to many of the world’s most fascinating regions. Our holidays range 
from the lavish to the adventurous, and are planned by experts. 

The small country of Costa Rica is one of the most ecologically diverse 
places on Earth. A nature-lover’s paradise, its landscapes range from 
smouldering volcanoes, cloud forests and coffee plantations to pristine 
rainforest and beautiful beaches.
 
From May 2016, fly with British Airways from London Gatwick directly to 
San Jose and begin your exploration of this fascinating country in style.

To book your Costa Rica holiday call 020 3813 5108 quoting COMPASS or visit coxandkings.co.uk/costa-rica

Small Group Tours • Tailor-Made Travel
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P l a y
S t a t e  o f

As a new David Attenborough television 
series explores Australia’s Great Barrier Reef, 
Suzanne King says this is the perfect time to 
discover the hidden highlights of Queensland
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It’s 60 years since David Attenborough 
first explored the Great Barrier Reef: 
snorkelling and scuba-diving around 
the colourful underwater world was 

an experience he describes as “almost 
unbearably exciting”. Returning to the Great 
Barrier Reef, but this time using high-tech 
submersibles and the latest technology, 
David Attenborough’s new BBC series shows 
both the changes and the glories of this 
extraordinary and unique ecosystem.

REEF AND RAINFOREST 
The reef may be Queensland’s best-known 
natural wonder, but it’s by no means the only 
one. This is, after all, a state with five Unesco 
world heritage sites to its name, including 
the Wet Tropics rainforest of the far north – 
steamy, tangled home to an extraordinary 
collection of plants and animals. This corner 
of the country is a stronghold of Aboriginal 
culture, with an ever-growing number of 
indigenous tourism experiences led by locals 
whose ancestors were here long before 
Captain Cook’s fleet hove into view. Just 
north of Port Douglas you can join a Kubirri 
Warra guide and learn how to spear fish on a 
beach, mangroves and mudflats tour. At the 
Mossman Gorge Centre, winner of the 2014 
Queensland Tourism Award for Indigenous 
Tourism, a Kuku Yalanji elder will lead you on 
a Dreamtime Walk through the rainforest, 
telling stories and demonstrating traditional 
bush skills. Meanwhile, in Cairns, the popular 
Tjapukai Aboriginal Cultural Park has just 
undergone a $13 million upgrade, with new 
tours, theatres and restaurants. 

DOWNTOWN UPMARKET
There may have been a few raised eyebrows 
in 2014 – particularly in Sydney and 
Melbourne – when Lonely Planet proclaimed 
Brisbane to be “arguably Australia’s hippest 
city”. But perhaps it shouldn’t have come as 
such a surprise.  

For starters, the city has a buzzing bar and 
restaurant scene that shows no sign of 
slowing. Turn your back for 5 minutes and 
another about-to-win-awards restaurant 
pops up, or another terrace high above 
the city streets metamorphoses into a cool 
cocktail joint. For the past two years, Gourmet 
Traveller magazine has sent its ‘Australia’s 
Best Bar’ award in Brisbane’s direction. In 
2015 it went to Lefty’s Music Hall, with its 
mix of live music, secret bars and extravagant 

decor. For 2016 the honour’s gone to The 
Gresham, serving up serious cocktails and an 
astonishing array of whiskies. 

There’s no shortage of cultural attractions 
either, with an impressive calendar of artistic 
events, from the new Brisbane Asia Pacific 
Film Festival, launched in 2014, to the 
Brisbane Festival, an annual explosion of 
performing arts that ends with an almighty 
fireworks display over the river. Visit over the 
next few months and you can catch the 8th 
Asia Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art 
(APT8; 21 November 2015 – 10 April 2016), 
featuring the work of more than 80 artists 
and performers from over 30 countries. In 
suitably on-trend style, street art is booming 
too: check out the Pillars Project, created in 
2014, where dull concrete railway arches have 
been transformed into an outdoor gallery of 
giant murals. 

It’s not just Brisbane that’s buzzing. A hundred 
kilometres north, on the Sunshine Coast, 
Mooloolaba has a newly cool cafe scene and 
Maroochydore’s Ocean Street is morphing 
into a nightlife hotspot, with restaurants, bars 
and the new Big Top Markets that opened 
earlier this year. An hour’s drive south, the 
old-school holiday playground of the Gold 
Coast is rising rapidly in the sophistication 
stakes, acquiring high-end restaurants and hip 
bars alongside its own expanding calendar 
of cultural events, as well as a new light rail 
system that makes it quicker and easier to zip 
up and down between the chill-out cafes of 
Burleigh Heads, the party haunts of Surfers 
Paradise and the shops and theme parks 
of Southport. Increasingly popular as a film 
location (Johnny Depp, Orlando Bloom and 
co spent several months here recently, filming 
Pirates of the Caribbean 5), it’s now preparing 
for another starring role – in April 2018 it will 
be host city for the Commonwealth Games.

...sit back with a crisp dry 
white and a high-piled 

platter of glorious local 
seafood, from flavoursome 

Moreton Bay bugs and 
freshly shucked Stradbroke 

Island oysters to wild-
caught barramundi and 

snapper.
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STAY IN STYLE
When G20 global leaders announced that 
their ninth summit would be held in Brisbane 
in November 2014, the city suddenly woke up 
to the fact that suitably swish hotels to house 
them were thin on the ground. Result: a flurry 
of four and five-star hotel openings that have 
revitalised the city’s accommodation scene. 
It’s not over yet, either. There are plenty more 
in the pipeline, including new openings from 
Pullman, Ritz-Carlton, W and other premium 
brands.  

Several Great Barrier Reef resorts have 
been ringing the changes recently too. Up 
near the northern end, the far-flung Lizard 
Island reopened in June after a $45 million 
refurbishment, its villas now more luxurious 
than ever, the spa expanded and a new 
wine and cheese room added to the foodie 
facilities. In the beautiful Whitsunday Islands, 
Hayman Island also entered a new phase 
when it reopened in July 2014 as a One&Only 
resort, following a sleek, chic $80 million 
makeover. They’ve upped the exclusivity 
factor by reducing the number of rooms and 
created several new penthouses, including 
one with interiors by fashion designer Diane 
von Furstenberg. Meanwhile, just offshore 
from Mission Beach, upscale Bedarra Island 
recently unveiled a new villa, bringing the 
total to eight. Set right on the shore, it’s 
a smart, two-storey affair, with rainforest 
behind, granite-bouldered beach ahead, and 
a private pool where you can lie back, gaze 
out through the palm trees to the ocean 
beyond and consider yourself very lucky 
indeed. 

FOCUS ON FOOD
It’s hard to keep up with Brisbane’s fast-paced 
dining scene – if ever a city was in the throes 
of a foodie renaissance, this is it. Current new 
hotspots include Gauge (77 Grey Street), 
where the creative modern cuisine has 
consistently won rave reviews since opening 
in early 2015; Gerard’s Bar, sibling to the 
award-winning Gerard’s Bistro, with cut-above 
charcuterie and tapas; and The Catbird 
Seat Bistro, named Best New Restaurant of 
the Year in the Brisbane Times Good Food 
Guide 2016, thanks to an innovative menu 
of modern Aussie food with French and 
Nordic influences. Also proving popular are 
the just-opened Eat Street Markets (www.
eatstreetmarkets.com), where Friday and 
Saturday nights see dozens of vendors serving 
up global street snacks from old shipping 
containers strung with fairy lights. 

All along the coast you can find plenty of 
places to sit back with a crisp dry white and 
a high-piled platter of glorious local seafood, 
from flavoursome Moreton Bay bugs and 
freshly shucked Stradbroke Island oysters 
to wild-caught barramundi and snapper. 
Noosa in particular is known for its gourmet 
credentials, with a winning combination of 
laid-back beach life and excellent restaurants 
– plus the annual Noosa International Food 
and Wine Festival (19-22 May 2016), which 
brings big-name chefs, producers and food 
fans flocking from far and wide.

With so much focus on all things seaside, it’s 
hardly surprising that many visitors stick to 
the coastal strip, but you’re missing a trick if 
you don’t explore the foodie possibilities of 
the hinterland too. Drive through the rolling 
hills of the Atherton Tablelands in the north 
and discover one taste treat after another, 
from macadamias and mangoes to artisan 
cheese-makers, coffee plantations and 
boutique distilleries. Down in the south you 

can cruise between olive groves and orchards, 
fresh berry fields and the increasingly well-
respected wineries of the Granite Belt. 

All over the state, there are new food trails 
being created, new gastro experiences 
popping up, and new farmers’ markets where 
you can graze your way through the best 
local produce and fill your bags with fabulous 
foodie souvenirs. You might just want to 
look out for some size-larger swimwear while 
you’re at it… •

Images (clockwise from top)
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Queensland encompasses the north-east corner of Australia, bordered by the Northern 
Territory to the west and New South Wales and South Australia to the south. The Great 
Barrier Reef lies off the north-east coast in the Coral Sea.

Queensland has long been settled by Aboriginal Australians. The first Europeans came 
here in the 17th century after the arrival of British explorer Captain James Cook. In 1859, 
Queensland ceded from neighbouring New South Wales as a British colony in its own right, 
shortly after gold was discovered in the region. The 1990s saw rapid growth and today its 
capital, Brisbane, is a vibrant and expanding city.

Although Queensland can be visited year round, the state has a tropical climate and can 
be wet and humid from November to April. May to October are drier and warmer.

Silky Oaks Lodge, Daintree Rainforest
Situated on the banks of the Mossman river, Silky Oaks Lodge is the perfect way to 
experience the tropical Daintree rainforest in style. Choose from treehouses set within the 
rainforest, riverhouses with a riverfront location, and suites, which offer a more modern, 
open-plan layout.

Thala Beach Nature Reserve, Port Douglas
Located south of the village of Port Douglas, Thala Beach Nature Reserve sits on a stretch 
of untouched coastline. Air-conditioned bungalows are set among the trees, each with a 
private veranda from which to enjoy the tropical surroundings and watch the local birdlife 
including lorikeets, sun birds and kookaburras.

One&Only, Hayman Island
One&Only Hayman Island, situated at the northernmost point of the Whitsunday 
archipelago, offers astonishing natural beauty, peace, indulgence and adventure. Enjoy 
excellent dining, surrender to a signature Ocean Massage, explore private beaches and go 
snorkelling in the warm waters of the Great Barrier Reef.

Try tasty seafood, meat, fruit and vegetables – all produced in Queensland – in the urban 
food market on St James Street in downtown Brisbane. This chic area is full of alfresco 
eateries, bars and bistros.

Get up close and personal with the Wet Tropics world heritage-listed rainforest. A ride on 
the Kuranda Scenic Railway takes you from Cairns past towering mountains, deep gorges 
and crashing waterfalls, with stops en route for boardwalk tours. Finish in Kuranda, a village 
chock-a-block with local arts & crafts markets and galleries.
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by Cox & Kings Australia expert, Neill Protheroe
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MJ F M A J J S O NA D

  C&K Recommended Tour

East Coast Tropical Discovery
12 Days & 11 Nights from £2,525 per 
person, excluding flights. 
Travel north from Sydney on the coastal 
highway to wild and beautiful Fraser 
Island, the white-sand beaches of the 
Whitsunday Islands, tropical Cairns and 
the Great Barrier Reef.

Speak to our Australasia 
experts to find out more.

020 3813 5108t

 Highlights

Cairns & Port Douglas
Cairns is a vibrant tropical city with a 
cosmopolitan feel while Port Douglas has 
a more relaxed ambience and a selection 
of fine restaurants and art galleries. Both 
provide easy access to the world heritage-
listed Great Barrier Reef and Daintree 
rainforest.

Daintree Rainforest
Located in the heart of the Daintree river 
catchment basin. Daintree rainforest offers 
an abundance of native plant life and 
tropical butterflies, and is also home to 
Australia’s pre-historic reptile, the estuarine 
crocodile.

Brisbane
A year-round destination, Brisbane 
offers a blend of historic buildings and 
sophisticated modern architecture. 
An excellent network of public ferries, 
affectionately known as CityCats, are an 
enjoyable way to explore the city and 
access key city highlights. 

The Great Barrier Reef
The largest coral reef in the world is a 
kaleidoscope of underwater colours with 
more than 400 types of coral and 1,500 
species of fish. Above the surface are 
picturesque tropical islands. Both day trips 
out from Cairns and Port Douglas or longer 
multi-day cruises are possible.
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The Guardian’s Will Coldwell examines a 
surprising new trend in travel photography

        ow much is a good holiday 
snap worth? If the latest travel trend 
is anything to go by, a lot. Earlier this 
year I reported in the Guardian on 
the increasing number of travellers 
who are paying for a professional 
photographer to join their holiday. Some 
hire a photographer to come along on 
their adventure, others book a local 
photographer to show them around a city 
and, more importantly, capture them in its 
most photogenic locations.

The end goal is the same: to provide the 
traveller with high quality shots that “you 
can immediately share with your social 
media”. The graphic composition, high 
contrast filters and retro style of the 
images used to promote these services 
make it clear this is travel photography 
for the Instagram generation. And the 
Instagram generation really, really like 
taking photos.

To give you an idea of the numbers, 
Instagram, which launched in 2010 and 
just hit 400 million users, is the app of 
choice for travel photography. There are 
currently 58 million posts tagged #travel 
and 21 million with #holidays. By counting 
common holiday hashtags – #beach, 
#sunset, #hotdoglegs – one tech analysis 
site found that in June of this year alone, 
more than 3.8 million travel-related 
photos were posted to the app.

The impact this is having on the way we 
document our travels is huge. Gone are 
the days of packing rolls of film before a 
trip, then forcing family members to watch 

...OK, fine, I like 
looking at pictures 

of myself too.

a slideshow of washed out snapshots on 
your return. We share in real time now. All 
the time. But the significance of this is not 
simply that millions of people are posting 
snapshots of their lives online, but that 
they are consuming them too. Streams 
and streams of beautiful photographs 
of beautiful destinations. The trends 
and styles that you see on Instagram 
have grown out of this cycle, as people 
attempt to recreate the images they find 
themselves attracted to. This explains the 
high prevalence of photos of adventurous 
types posing on rocks, feet poking out in 
front of a stunning landscape, and bird’s-
eye views of the breakfast table. In this 
context, and with the presumption that 
you WILL be taking great photographs 
throughout your trip, it’s not surprising 
that some travellers are willing to pay a 
premium to guarantee satisfying shots 
that fit this mould.

Still, photography has always been 
bound together with travel. And while 
the quantity that we take and the way 
we share them has changed, the concept 
behind them hasn’t. Whenever I think 
about tourists and photography, two 
vignettes spring to mind. The first is a visit 
to the Mona Lisa in the Louvre in 2008. 
Instead of standing and quietly enjoying 
the artwork, there was a scrum of tourists 
posing for photos in front of the painting. 
The second is a visit to the Taj Mahal 
over a decade ago, where tourists were 
queuing up to have their photo taken 
on the same bench that Princess Diana 
posed on during her visit to India in 1992. 
These instances demonstrate that we love 

‘

‘
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photos that prove we’ve been somewhere, 
and, like the trends we see on Instagram, 
we love to recreate a classic shot.

But since the advent of social media, this 
obsession has been driven to new levels. 
Whether or not this is positive evolution 
of the way we travel is up for debate. I’ll 
admit it, when I first heard people were 
paying to get professional-quality holiday 
snaps, my response was to sneer. I’m not 
much of a travel photographer, partly 
due to laziness, but mainly because I find 
the set up – trying to freeze a moment 
in time while someone points a camera 

at you – a bit too awkward to enjoy. The 
thought of people trotting around the 
world shamelessly collecting impeccable 
photographs of themselves made my toes 
curl. I imagined people catwalking up 
and down cobbled streets. Sightseeing, 
sightseeing, sightseeing – pose – 
sightseeing. 

A lot of people reacted similarly: it just 
seemed arrogant, and a distraction 
from travel in the purest sense, which is 
about developing a connection with the 
place you’re in, rather than relentlessly 
celebrating your being there. The 

companies, however, argue that they 
actually make it easier to travel without 
distraction and that they free you of 
that anxiety of taking photos yourself, or 
finding a friendly bystander to take a shot 
for you.

But if I’m honest, I was also a little 
jealous. Not only because all the people 
featured in the advertising for these 
professional photography services’ 
websites looked incredibly happy and 
beautiful, but also because I never 
have any good photographs of myself. 
In the past I’ve been on entire trips 
without taking a single worthwhile shot 
of anything. And I do like looking back 
through photos of the things I’ve done 
and the places I’ve been. And, OK, fine, I 
like looking at pictures of myself too.

Whether you value this enough to factor 
a professional photographer into your 
holiday budget comes down to the kind 
of person you are. And if you engage with 
places through photography and have fun 
in the process, that’s no better or worse 
than a traveller who prefers to wander 
about, absorbing their surroundings and 
preserving them as memories. As Rosa 
Parks, the editor of design-led travel 
magazine Cereal, put it to me: “You have 
to have the personality for it, you have to 
feel comfortable in front of the camera 
and like beautiful photos.”

With that in mind, I find it difficult to 
judge. There’s a generation of travellers 
out there, confident not just to see, but to 
shoot and share too. And they’re coming 
home from holiday with much better 
photos than I am. •

Will Coldwell is a reporter for the 
Guardian.
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A Portrait of 
Our World

   HUMAN: 

Unexpectedly stuck in Mali, award-winning photographer and 
environmentalist Yann Arthus-Bertrand passed the time talking 
with a local farmer, learning that the farmer’s one ambition was 
to feed his children. Touched by this encounter, Yann went on to 
conduct over 2,000 interviews across 70 countries. The result is 
HUMAN: A Portrait of Our World. A captivating study of mankind 
in the 21st century, it combines mesmerising aerial and portrait 
photography, info-graphics, maps and interviews. Contributors 
include Desmond Tutu and Malala. Questioning the very meaning 
of modern humanity, this book will not fail to move you.

Human: A Portrait of Our World by Yann Arthus-Bertrand 
(Thames & Hudson, £19.95)
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Bookmark
From national anthems to national treasures, 
we round up the best of this winter’s books.

Numero Zero 
Umberto Eco (translated by 

Richard Dixon)

£16.99 • Harvill Secker

Umberto Eco, the Italian author of 
international best-seller The Name of 
the Rose, returns to familiar themes 
of conspiracy, ethics and duplicity 
in his latest novel, Numero Zero. 
Two stories are entwined. One finds 
us in 1992 Milan where washed-up 
writer Colonna is invited to work on a 
start-up newspaper, but the wealthy 
owner is not what he seems. The 
second involves the machinations 
around the 1945 shooting of Mussolini. 
Intellectual and multi-layered, this is 
a classic, thought-provoking Eco, and 
surprisingly funny too.
Thomas Saunders

Republic or Death!: Travels in 
Search of National Anthems
Alex Marshall  

£14.99 • Random House Books

During the 2008 Beijing Olympics, 
Guardian journalist Alex Marshall 
decided to rank the world’s national 
anthems, awarding them points out 
of 10. His subsequent article caused 
a global furore (“Bangladesh wins 
silver!” screamed the country’s main 
newspaper). So Marshall decided 
to travel the world, unearthing the 
stories and improbable circumstances 
behind the couple of hundred 
songs sung by millions across the 
world each day. What follows is an 
entertaining journey, from following 
the route French revolutionaries 
marched as they first sang La 
Marseillaise, to an audience with the 
king of Nepal to learn about the only 
national anthem written on a Casio 
keyboard. Improbable but fun.
Louise Rothwell

The Road to Little Dribbling: 
More Notes from a Small Island 
Bill Bryson

£20.00 • Doubleday

In The Road to Little Dribbling, Bill 
Bryson retraces his footsteps around the 
UK, so memorably described 20 years 
ago in his bestselling Notes from a Small 
Island. Journeying around beautiful 
and eccentric Britain, Bryson gives a 
witty yet disgruntled account of run-
down public transport systems, clueless 
shop workers and misspelt signs. As 
he reminisces about the golden age of 
his arrival here 25 years ago, Bryson 
gives the impression that he believes 
Britain has changed for the worst over 
the intervening years. His moans are 
interspersed with quirky, entertaining 
bits of history, but those not from the 
south of England may find a distinct 
lack of anything concerning the rest of 
our Small Island. Although proud to call 
Britain his home, it seems Bryson has 
been spending a bit too much time with 
Victor Meldrew; the grumpy old man 
may need to cheer up a bit before his 
next book. 
Rachel Nicoll

The New Yorker Book of the 50s: Story of a Decade
£25.99 • William Heinemann 

Era of the Cold War, Suez Crisis and the H-bomb, the 1950s were a time of anxiety as 
well as innovation. That mood is vitally preserved in the pages of The New Yorker, 

the magazine which elegantly chronicled the tensions and cultural pulse of the 
times. This fascinating volume features the decade’s most exciting players: Truman 

Capote on Marlon Brando as a pampered young star, Berton Roueché on Jackson 
Pollock in his first flush of fame. Ernest Hemingway, Emily Post, Bobby Fischer and 

Leonard Bernstein are also brought to vivid life in these pages. More than just a 
time capsule, this collection features journalism at its most powerful.

Stephen Morris
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Treasured Island: A Book 
Lover’s Tour of Britain 
Frank Barrett 

£16.99 • AA Publishing 

In his 20 odd years as travel editor 
for the Mail on Sunday, journalist 
Frank Barrett has seen his fair share 
of exotic sights. But unearthing a 
childhood copy of Treasure Island 
prompts him to explore closer to 
home. Armed with a National Trust 
card (and a vow not to eat too much 
carrot cake), Frank Barrett embarks 
on a literary odyssey around the 
100 plus UK attractions connected 
with classic British writers. A journey 
through the life, work and leafy 
homes of some of our most-loved 
authors – from Austen’s Bath and 
Kipling’s Burwash to Dickens’ London 
and the Brontës’ Yorkshire moors 
– Treasured Island is part weekend-
break primer, part anthology of 
surprising literary titbits (did you 
know Winnie the Pooh was named 
after a black Winnipeg bear in 
London Zoo?). Brimming with 
inspiration for the reader and walker.
Jennifer Cox

John le Carré: The Biography 
(Audio Download)

Adam Sisman (Author), 

Michael Jayston (Narrator)

£27.00 • Audible Studios for 

Bloomsbury

However gripping John le Carré’s 
novels – Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy; 
The Spy Who Came in from the Cold 
– hang onto your hats, because the 
author’s real life story is equally 
thrilling. Biographer Adam Sisman 
peels back layers of le Carré to 
reveal David Cornwall, an academic 
turned spy who freely admits he was 
born to lie: “bred to it, trained to it 
by an industry that lies for a living, 
practiced in it as a novelist.” Perfectly 
narrated by Michael Jayston, himself 
star of ’70s spy series Quiller, this 
is a masterpiece of storytelling and 
factual revelations, right down to 
learning the real life identity of 
Fleming’s ‘M’.
Jennifer Cox

A General Theory of Oblivion 
José Eduardo Agualusa (translated by Danny Hahn)

£16.99 • Harvill Secker

It’s 40 years since the Portuguese withdrew from Africa, an event which concerns 
Ludo, a Portuguese woman exiled in Angola, so greatly that she bricks herself 
into her apartment for 26 years, watching as Angola descends into bloody civil 
war. It is through Ludo – living off pigeons, burning her furniture to keep warm, 
picking up snippets of news from the radio and off the street – that author José 
Eduardo Agualusa tracks Angola’s struggle for power, independence and survival. 
An acclaimed, enlightening novel based on a true story, Agualusa weaves a number 
of seemingly unconnected stories and characters – a former guerrilla, an isolated 
shepherd, a dying business man – around Ludo’s own, until they join to create a 
delightful, memorable portrait of a country most of us know only from the news 
headlines.
Jennifer Cox

Deep South: Four Seasons on 
Back Roads 
Paul Theroux (with photographs by 

Steve McCurry)

£20.00 • Hamish Hamilton

Theroux takes a break from overseas 
travel and the usual ‘struggling through 
the destination’ tales to spend time 
driving around the Deep South of 
his homeland in the United States. 
Originally Theroux’s journey started 
as a road trip in the autumn of 2012, 
touring the poorer communities in the 
lead up to the presidential elections. 
Asked time and again when he will next 
be ‘passing through’, Theroux vows 
to return to the Deep South a further 
three times over the different seasons. 
Theroux paints a vivid picture of local 
characters and their stories, of once 
thriving communities turned to ghost 
towns in the wake of Corporate America, 
and the saddest tales of all about the 
battles of segregation, which are still 
fresh in the memories of many. Theroux 
may not have travelled overseas for his 
tenth literary outing, but in these stories 
he recounts a land a million miles away 
from modern America.
Ellen Cross
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Travelwraps
Luxury travel-wraps made from the 
finest cashmere
Travel wrap shown: £215
www.thetravelwrapcompany.com

Jewellery cases 
Sophisticated leather jewellery boxes 
for the smart globetrotter
Hester jewellery boxes: £150
www.stowlondon.co.uk

Cork Globe
Pinpoint your travels
Large: £100
Small: £40 
www.suck.uk.com

Henty’s Wingman suit bag
Innovative suit bag for commuters
Comes in two sizes: Standard and Compact  
£119.99 (both sizes)
www.henty.cc/uk

Gear4 shower speaker
Compact showerproof speaker 
StreetParty Dance £59.99
PocketParty £29.99
ShowerParty £29.99
www.gear4.com

From the daily commute to far-flung trips in search of winter sunshine, 
Eleanor Day picks out the best of the season’s travel gear

Wanted on 
Voyage

AKG headphones
Noise-cancelling headphones delivering 
award-winning sound
£229.99

AKG.com

WIN a pair of AKG headphones!
Enter the competition at www.coxandkings.co.uk/compass

Kobo Aura H20
Waterproof, dust-proof and sand-proof 
e-reader
£139.99 
www.kobo.com
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AKG headphones
Noise-cancelling headphones delivering 
award-winning sound
£229.99

AKG.com

Bright eyes and luscious lips, Jennifer Cox 
picks the best of this winter’s beauty buys

Beauty 
Spot

Sanity-saving blend of organic lavender, jasmine 
and Brazilian rosewood-steeped goodies in 

this calming collection from Neom, the luxury 
aromatherapy specialists.

Instantly De-stress Collection
Neom £39.95 (neomorganics.com)

Men – revitalise tired eyes with this powerful 
new serum featuring bison grass and goji 
berry extracts.
ClarinsMen Anti-Fatigue Eye Serum  
Clarins £29.00 (clarins.co.uk)

Tone jawlines and reduce the 
appearance of lines and wrinkles 
in the neck with this collagen-
boosting serum.
Sculptwear Lift and Contour 
Serum for Face and Neck 
Clinique £65.00 (clinique.co.uk)

REVIEWS • BEAUTY SPOT

In the best use of a name 
ever, BBC’s Kate Humble 

launches her own eco-
beauty range. Paraben-free 

Humble Beauty includes 
Rose & Frankincense Bath 
Honey (£12.00) and Sweet 

Pea & Verbena Body Lotion 
(£8.00).

Humble Beauty available 
from Waitrose 

(humbleproducts.com)  

Exfoliate and enrich winter-dry mitts with this 
heavenly hand-rescue range featuring white 
truffles from Piedmont.
Hand Exfoliator and Hand Treatment 
Molton Brown £14.00 (moltonbrown.co.uk)

A gorgeous slick of colour-rich, 
moisturising lipstick.
Joli Rouge Lipstick

Clarins £19.50 (clarins.co.uk)
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Kobo Aura H20
Waterproof, dust-proof and sand-proof 
e-reader
£139.99 
www.kobo.com
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A tale of two foxes © Don Gutoski

© Hayes Davidson & Herzon de Meuron

From a thrilling descent down the longest slide in the world 
to the reopening of Hastings Pier, Eleanor Day brings you 
forthcoming cultural events in the UK.

‘Capability’ Brown turns 300

Next year marks the 300th 
anniversary of landscape gardener 
Lancelot ‘Capability’ Brown’s birth. 
Of the 200 plus events, highlights 
include an exhibition at the 
gloriously landscaped Blenheim 
Palace, and self-guided ‘Brown tours’ 
at Burghley House where his original 
views and vistas will be restored to 
their former glory.

Nationwide throughout 2016 
capabilitybrown.org

New gallery openings 2016-17

The New Year is an exciting one for our galleries. On 17 June the 
Tate Modern unveils the new Switch House. Also this summer, 10 
new galleries open in the National Museum of Scotland, exploring 
creativity and invention in art, design, fashion, science and technology. 
And on the other end of the isles, Tate St Ives doubles its gallery space 
and opens a new learning suite in 2017.

Not to be Missed
Wildlife Photographer of the Year Exhibition

Wrestling komodo dragons, feisty squirrels and sharks 
swimming just a little too close for comfort – discover a 
kaleidoscope of creatures in this year’s exhibition of 100 
award-winning images, which includes A tale of two foxes, the 
beautiful but haunting photo by Don Gutosoki that won him 
the 2015 Wildlife Photographer of the Year title. Capturing 
the extraordinary fight for survival amid the remarkable 
landscapes of our planet, this exhibition demonstrates both 
the raw energy and fragility of the natural world.

Now on until 10 April 2016 
Adult admission £15 (incl. donation)
Natural History Museum, London
nhm.ac.uk/wpy

TO WIN 1 of 5 pairs of tickets go to 
coxandkings.co.uk/compass

Dad’s Army remake  

Don’t panic! British comedy classic Dad’s Army hits the big screen in 
February 2016, featuring a stellar cast including Bill Nighy as Sergeant 
Wilson, Michael Gambon as Private Godfrey and Toby Jones as Captain 
Mainwaring, as well as an appearance from Catherine Zeta-Jones. East 
Yorkshire’s Bridlington stars as the fictional seaside resort of 
Walmington-upon-Sea.

*

*

*

*
Blenheim Palace
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ArcelorMittal Orbit slide

Take the plunge this spring down the 
world’s longest and tallest tunnel slide. 
A collaboration between artists Anish 
Kapoor and Carsten Höller, this exciting art 
installation in Queen Elizabeth Olympic 
Park will reach a giddying 76 metres in 
height and 176 metres in length. 

Spring 2016 
Admission £17 for entrance plus one 
slide (£12 for entrance only) 
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park, London 
arcelormittalorbit.com
N 1 of 5 pairs of tickets go to 
coxandkings.co.uk/compass
Hastings in the limelight

2016 looks to be an action-packed 
year for Hastings, with the iconic pier 
reopening in March. Next year also ushers 
in ROOT 1066 International Festival 
– a programme of cultural events and 
Norman-based activities in celebration 
of the 950th anniversary of the Battle of 
Hastings, including a special edition of 
its annual re-enactment of the battle in 
October.

Visit hpcharity.co.uk for pier updates  
Visit 1066country.com for festival 
updates 

Not to be Missed * On a plate
Jennifer Cox dishes the latest in foodie news

Gloves Off
Kendal-based homeware producers Herdy are inspired by the 
Herdwick sheep milling around their part of the Lake District. 
‘Sheep peeping’ wares include madly gorgeous oven gloves, 
available in six colours.
(£19.95) herdy.co.uk 

Food Flight
British Airways has added a sixth pre-paid menu option to 
the inflight Gourmet Dining Service it launched in 2015. 
Available for World Traveller (long-haul economy) passengers 
flying from Heathrow, Taste of the Far East includes 
vegetarian sushi, chicken pay ca paw with egg rice, wok-fried 
vegetables and green tea tiramisu. 
(£16.00). ba.com 

Saucy
From the Source is Lonely Planet’s latest foodie title, introducing 
the world’s most authentic local dishes via the homes, local 
restaurants and street stalls of the cooks who have perfected 
them. The first two feature Thailand and Italy, and are packed 
with recipes and photographs. 
From the Source: Thailand (£19.99) lonelyplanet.com

Hot Stuff
Celebrating its 15th anniversary in 2016, Vivek Singh’s 
Cinnamon Club – London’s modern fine-dining Indian 
restaurant, set in the grand Grade II listed Old 
Westminster Library – has reopened following a 
£1million refurb. New menu highlights include wild 
Spencer Gulf king prawns with coconut ginger sauce, 
and red quinoa and clove-smoked grouse breast with 
black lentils. Equally exciting is the new gin trolley! 
cinnamonclub.com 

  
Smokin’
Tucked behind Liberty, Kingly Court and Kingly Street are fast 
becoming London’s newest foodie hotspot, with over 45 
independent restaurants springing up. Latest is Shotgun, second 
outing for Lockhart’s Mississippi-born chef Brad McDonald. 
A traditional ‘low and slow’ American barbecue grill & cocktail 
lounge, Shotgun specialises in quality British meats – pork belly 
from George Swaledale, black-leg chicken from Norfolk – lovingly 
smoked on the premises, and barbecued in the open kitchen’s pit. 
Equal attention is lavished on the cocktails, including Triple Oaked 
Old Fashioned – double-oaked bourbon, bourbon barrel sugar and 
burnt sugar bitters – and Aliciatore – barbecued chicory vodka, 
coffee liqueur and home-made sarsaparilla. Forget the West End 
hoards and be transported to the Deep South. 
shotgunbbq.com • carnaby.co.uk 

 

Samuel Pepys: Plague, Fire, Revolution 

From the execution of Charles I in 1649
 to the Glorious Revolution of 1688, delve 
into the life and times of the celebrated 
17th-century diarist, Samuel Pepys. 
Through his candid narrative, brought to 
life with 200 objects from national and 
international collections, experience the 
horrors of the plague, the destruction 
of the Great Fire of London and the 
great maritime, scientific and political 
achievements of his day.

20 November 2015 – 28 March 2016 
Admission £12
National Maritime Museum, London 
rmg.co.uk

*

*

NEWS & VIEWS • ON A PLATE
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Cox & Kings' MasterChef Travel collection is an 
exciting range of expert-led tours to some of the 
world’s finest foodie hot spots. Here are some of 

our favourites for 2016
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Far East • Japan
Join Tim Anderson, UK MasterChef 
winner 2011, for a delicious introduction 
to the exquisite and secretive world of 
Japanese cuisine. Aside from sampling 
the local delicacies, visits to Tokyo, 
Hakone National Park, Kyoto and Osaka 
are also included. 

Treasures of Japan with MasterChef 
Tim Anderson is available as a group 
tour: 11 Days & 8 Nights from £3,945

Turkey • Istanbul
European style fused with Asian spice, 
Istanbul is an exciting melting pot of 
western culture and exotic eastern 
tradition. Immense mosques, ornate 
palaces, aromatic spice bazaars and 
bustling fish markets – savour all on this 
cultural, culinary city experience.

Inspirational Istanbul is available as a 
group tour: 5 Days & 4 Nights from £795

A Taste of Istanbul is available as a 
private tour: 5 Days & 4 Nights from 
£1,090

Also available in 2016...

Italy
Glories of the Amalfi Coast is the 
perfect introduction to the culinary 
coastline of Campania (group tour 
from £1,195). 
 
Splendours of the Veneto Former 
MasterChef finalist Sara Danesin 
Medio introduces you to her home 
region in September 2016 (group 
tour from £1,495).

Portugal
Treasures of Lisbon Superb sights, 
plus cooking tips and dinner with 
a Portuguese MasterChef judge 
(group tour from £1,395 ).

Greece
Hidden Gems of Crete combines 
ancient Minoan civilisation with 
secrets from the Cretan kitchen 
(group tour from £1,395).

Whether you choose to join a 
cooking class at an organic farm 
in Kerala, learn how to hand roll 
couscous in Marrakech or wander 
through the food markets of Hanoi, 
MasterChef Travel can tailor a 
holiday to suit all taste buds.  

To view the full range of MasterChef 
Travel group and private tours, visit 
coxandkings.co.uk/mastercheftravel 
or call 020 7873 5005.

UK • Cumbria
Gone are the days when British ‘home 
cooking’ was a form of insult. Askham 
Hall, a 13th-century retreat in the Lake 
District, features dishes by the acclaimed 
chef (and local lad) Richard Swale. 
Prepare to be inspired by hands-on 
cooking demonstrations, and cossetted 
in the magnificent rooms and grounds of 
this former stately home.

A Taste of Classic Cumbria is available as 
a group tour: 3 Days & 2 Nights from £395

Italy • Tuscany
From treasure troves of medieval art 
and architecture in hilltop towns to 
fruity wines and rich olive oils produced 
on the surrounding vine-laced slopes, 
Tuscany is a joy. Explore it all from the 
rustic comfort of your agriturismo.

Tuscan Farmhouse Escape is available 
as a group tour: 6 Days & 5 Nights from 
£1,175 

Spain • San Sebastian 
A sophisticated ‘bar crawl’ in the seaside 
town of San Sebastian will introduce you 
to this culinary hot spot via the town’s 
unique (and uniquely delicious) pintxos 
bar snacks. Visit a state-of-the-art 
cooking school to unearth the secrets 
behind Basque gastronomy, then savour 
it in some of the town’s best restaurants.

A Taste of the Basque Country is 
available as a private tour: 4 Days & 3 
Nights from £1,045
 
A Basque Gathering with MasterChef 
Ash Mair is available as a non-exclusive 
luxury group tour: 5 Days & 4 Nights 
from £1,995
 

Latin America • Peru
Get to the heart of Peruvian culture and 
savour a refreshing mix of indigenous 
and colonial flavours. Sample traditional 
dishes in the Sacred Valley, explore 
breathtaking Incan sites and immerse 
yourself in the charms of Cuzco.
 
An Andean Culinary Adventure is 
available as a group or private tour: 10 
Days & 7 Nights from £2,695 (group) or 
£2,825 (private)

Tim Anderson

Ginkakuji Temple, Kyoto, Japan
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A Taste 
of the 
World

Falanghina is not a well-known grape, which is an injustice. 
Almost exclusively grown in the Campania region in Italy, it is 
drunk often in southern Italy, but hardly anywhere else in the 
world. It’s time to put a stop to that, and Christian Patat is well on 
his way to making that happen with this delicious white.  

Light enough to enjoy on its own, but sharp enough to provide 
some contrast and added character to meals, this particular 
bottle is vibrant with fruity notes of pineapple and lychee, 
mingled with crisp floral aromas that remind you of warm, light-
hearted summer nights. Stand back pinot grigio, this should be 
your new favourite and easy-to-drink Italian white – just don’t tell 
too many other people about it.  

Kimberley Hay

Christian Patat Falanghina IGT 
Beneventano 2014, Italy, 12.5%

Naked Wines is Cox & Kings’ wine club partner. An online 

retailer, Naked Wines invests in independent wine makers 

to source delicious wine at the best possible prices. The 

result of connecting wine makers and wine drinkers 

through direct funding and honest feedback is a website 

full of delicious and affordable wines.

COMPASS READER OFFER - SAVE £60
Compass is offering a £60 credit for you to try a delicious wine selection from 
Naked Wines, valid against your first order of £99.99 or more. 

To claim your credit, simply visit www.nakedwines.com/coxkings60 using the 
code COXKINGS60 and password VINEYARD. Cannot be used in conjunction 
with any other offer. Next day delivery as standard is £4.99. 

Full terms and conditions available at www.nakedwines.com
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Unfamiliar with the term Garagiste, I thought perhaps it was someone who 
makes wine in the back of their garage? And, to my surprise,  it turns out I 
was right! The Garagistes were a non-conformist group of Bordeaux wine 

makers who emerged in the 1990s to produce big, bold, fruity wines in 
small volumes in garage-like premises. Deliberately flying in the face of 

long-held Bordeaux traditions, which require long ageing to make the wine 
drinkable, they make wines more in tune with modern consumers, whose 

palates have adjusted to New World trends.

Jonathan Maltus is a Garagiste with a gilt-edged reputation – an earlier 
wine of his achieved a perfect 100-point score from the renowned US 

critic Robert Parker. His aim has been to create top-notch Bordeaux wine 
at affordable prices, and this 2013 bottle fits the bill. It did taste a little 

young to me, despite decanting and breathing for a while, and it would 
possibly benefit from an extra year in the bottle. Having said that, this merlot 

/ cabernet franc blend is still very drinkable now, with lovely full fruity 
flavours, and a wisp of tobacco in the background.

Philip Hamilton-Grierson

Jonathan Maltus – Garagiste 2013, 
Merlot, France (Bordeaux) 13.5% 

Until recently, I considered port a strong tipple for special occasions only. No 
longer! Apart from distinguished bottles such as vintage port, this can be an 
informal drink for any time of day and any occasion, as I discovered on a trip 
to the Douro Valley this September. The port flowed freely from about midday 
onwards; an aperitif of white port tonic, refreshing rosé port cocktails, deep 
crimson ruby ports and the darker, nuttier tawny port – you name it, we drank it.

The Quevedo family brand produces all these different ports over several 
hectares of vineyards and a number of small wineries. Going it alone since 
1986, when new legislation meant that the family no longer had to deliver all 
their harvest to merchants downriver, this versatile bottle of ruby port is proof 
of a success story. Shining with the intense red of ripe cherries, this is a smooth, 
sweet and seriously fruity number, ideal with a dessert of chocolate mousse, 
or equally well paired with a canapé such as dates with bacon. But I might just 
drink it as it is – a winter warmer as the days get shorter.

Eleanor Day

Oscar Quevedo – Ruby Port, 
Portugal (Douro), 19.5% 
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SILVERSEA • PROMOTION

Silversea 
Alaska Cruise
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PROMOTION • SILVERSEA

Silversea’s small luxury ships are 
designed for those who delight in 
the thrill of discovery while indulging 
mind and body in the most lavish 
surroundings imaginable. Silver 
Shadow offers spacious suites for 
only 382 guests, superior service, 
enhanced amenities and a lively 
atmosphere.

 
Aboard the Silver Shadow, energise 
body and soul with complimentary 
pilates and yoga in the expanded 
fitness centre; savour fine wines 
and regional culinary creations 
in Le Champagne, the only wine 
restaurant by Relais & Châteaux at 
sea; or simply gaze at the endless 
ocean views. Alaska is a feast for the 
senses. A glacier calving with the 
roar of a thousand canons. Diamond-
blue icebergs floating on a glassy 
bay. A humpback whale breaching 
in a spectacular display. Discover 
untouched Alaska on an expedition 
that explores the Inside Passage on 
a 7-day open-ended itinerary that 
allows you to spend more time in 
each port.  Renew your spirit in the 
timeless sensations of nature in 
Silversea’s Alaska. You will not be 
disappointed.
 

• All ocean-view suite        
  accommodation, up to 85% with   
  private veranda
• Butler service for all ships and suites
• Complimentary beverages in suite   
  and throughout the ship
• In-suite beverages stocked with   
  your preferences
• Onboard gratuities always included
• Open-seating dining
• In-suite dining and 24-hour dining   
  options
• Complimentary transportation into   
  town  
• Complimentary scenic train journey  
  along the Alaska Kenai Peninsula  
  through valleys and areas rich in   
  the flora and fauna. Sit back and   
  enjoy the comfortable seating and   
  large picture windows

For more details on all 
Silversea's journeys including 
Alaskan cruising, please call 
020 3813 5108 or visit 
coxandkings.co.uk
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STEP BACK IN TIME • LIFE

At first sight I could hardly believe 
my eyes. The banks of the River 
Severn, as it broadened and 
widened from Purton towards 

the sea 10 miles away, were muddy and 
grass-grown. But what perplexed me was 
the square of cracked old timbers sticking 
out of the oozy river wall. It looked like 
the aft quarters of a vessel, with sternpost 
and steering tiller all complete. Could 
there really be a whole ship down there, 
all but swallowed up by the grey estuarine 
mud? I raised my eyes to glance along 
the river, and there they were – dozens of 
superannuated riverboats, coal barges and 
coasters, all purposefully rammed to the 
hilt into the bank.

It was an astonishing sight. I wandered 
through this graveyard of ships, walking out 
along the slanting decks, peering through 
hatches into interiors filled with mud. It 

was clear why the boats had been used in 
this fashion – the ebb of the outgoing river, 
even this far inland, was swirling powerfully 
against this outer bend, sucking away tiny 
crumbles of mud wherever it could get hold 
of them. The shoulder-to-shoulder ranks of 
old vessels had become part of the flood 
defences, shoring and stiffening the bank 
against the greedy Severn tides. 

The boats lay lifeless, like corpses, half-
exposed in some medieval graveyard. And 
just as in a graveyard, each vessel had 
her history briefly engraved on a plaque 
nearby, courtesy of the ‘Friends of Purton’. 
They clustered the margins of the Severn in 
death as in life – Orby, Abbey, Huntley and 
Harriett, their timbers shivered, their sides 
split, tillers and hawseholes still bravely 
held aloft, a poignant gathering. 

Down beyond the ships, banks of purple 
mud and tan-coloured sand were 
shouldering clear of the falling tide. Three 
or four white-fronted geese were huddled 
there, visitors from Greenland come south 
for the winter. Oystercatchers piped their 
piercing calls, and a lone wigeon went 
whistling downriver across the streaky grey 
sky.

It’s not unusual to find more exotic birds on 
these shores in winter, thanks to the siting 
just upriver of Peter Scott’s Wildfowl and 
Wetlands Trust at Slimbridge. I remember 
visiting Slimbridge as a boy, just after it 
had opened. There was one tall tower 
hide, a few ponds, and a small network of 
paths where Scott, strolling and observing 
quietly, would courteously greet his visitors. 
Nowadays Slimbridge is world-famous as a 
haven where ducks, geese and waders from 
all quarters of the northern hemisphere 

Step Back 
in Time Our walking expert Christopher Somerville 

takes an eerie amble through the ships’ graveyard 
in Purton, Gloucestershire
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LIFE • STEP BACK IN TIME

I N F O R M A T I O N 

 
T r a v e l

By car:  
M5 (Jct 14); A38 (‘Gloucester’); 
B4066 (‘Sharpness’); right to 
Brookend. Park at Lammastide Inn, 
GL13 9SF (please ask permission, 
and give the pub your custom!)

Walk (6½ miles):  
From Lammastide Inn (OS ref SO 
684021) turn right along the road. 
At the bend, left (‘bridleway’) to a 
green lane T-junction; right here 
(686023 – blue arrow) along Lip 
Lane. In 300 metres, turn left at a 
stone footpath marker (689022) 
across fields for 1 mile to Purton 
(682042). Cross the canal and pass 
Berkeley Arms PH (691045). Soon 
the riverside path joins the canal 
towpath (687044). NB For beached 
boats, detour right here. Follow the 
towpath into Sharpness and cross 
the canal (670030). Follow ‘Severn 
Way’ up steps; keep ahead past the 
Dockers’ Club (671029) to a road. 
Turn left across the left-hand of 
two swing bridges (673029). Keep 
ahead to a road (677026); turn right 
(‘Sharpness’), then left beside the 
Village Hall (674021 – fingerpost). 
Now follow field paths via Buckett’s 
Hill Farm to Brookend and the 
Lammastide Inn.

gather to spend the winter, often ranging 
downriver along the Severn.

Estuaries are magical places, but tricky 
– questionable ground on the boundary 
between land and sea, fresh and salt, half 
in and half out of the world. Those whose 
work takes them up and down the great 
estuaries are well aware of the inherent 
dangers of such powerful tideways. The 
lower Severn in particular, on whose 
margins I grew up, was always a tricky 
place to navigate with its shoals and 
reefs, its eddies and rocky ridges, and the 
extravagantly snaking course it pursues 
towards the sea. When the Gloucester & 
Sharpness Canal was opened in the 1820s, 
it cut out a tedious and difficult stretch of 
the river. But the dangers remained.

Beyond the ships’ graveyard I left the 
riverbank and followed the parallel route 

of the canal. Soon the towpath passed 
between a pair of castle-like abutments. 
They were built to support a mighty railway 
bridge that spanned the Severn until the 
night of 25 October 1960. Then, in a thick 
autumn fog and pitch darkness, two tankers 
– one loaded with oil, the other with 
petrol – collided with the bridge piers and 
exploded, sheeting the river in flame, killing 
five of the eight crewmen and wrecking the 
bridge.

Plenty of people around Sharpness 
retain vivid memories of that awful night. 
Sharpness is a rare survival, a river port still 
handling cement, fertiliser and scrap metal 
far up the tidal Severn. I stopped to watch 
the cranes swinging bags of fertiliser out of 
the hold of Shetland Trader, then crossed 
the canal and made for the field path to 
Brookend and the comforting log fire of the 
Lammastide Inn. •

T r a i l s

Severn Way, and well-marked 
public footpaths – OS Explorer 
OL14.

W W T  S l i m b r i d g e 
W e t l a n d  C e n t r e

01453-891900

wwt.org.uk/wetland-centres/
slimbridge 

L u n c h

Lammastide Inn, Brookend (01453-
811337; lammastideinn.co.uk) – 
cosy, walker-friendly pub with log 
fire, dogs and children welcome.
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CHARITY SPOTLIGHT  • NEWS & VIEWS

We hear much about India’s 
phenomenal economic 
development. One of the 
lauded BRICs, in the last 

fifteen years India's GDP grew five-fold to 
US$2.3 trillion according to the IMF. Yet 
away from the headlines, there are 700 
million Indians living below the poverty 
line, many of these are children and young 
people. In 15 years’ time there will be 423 
million Indians of working age unemployed 
and looking for work. The majority will 
be uneducated, ill-trained, in poor health 
and highly marginalised. Without support, 
this generation will struggle to enjoy the 
success and opportunities for meaningful 
employment available to the growing middle 
classes.

Founded by former Cox & Kings COO 
Matthew Spacie, Magic Bus helps Indian 
children escape the poverty trap and improve 
their lifestyle through activity-based projects. 
Their most recent development to address the 
very real problem of deprived youth has been 
an innovative livelihood programme. This 
aims to train and mentor young people aged 
between 17 and 25 years old from families in 
marginalised communities with a household 
income of less than 120,000 Rs (£1,200) per 
annum. 

I visited Magic Bus livelihood centres in Noida 
earlier this year to meet the young people 
who are benefiting from the programme, 
and to hear about their aspirations for the 
future. I was fortunate to be at the Noida 
centre on the day it officially launched and it 
was inspiring to see the first group of young 
people attend. 

A number of boys and girls, the majority 
from slum communities, sat close together 
in a dark room with no air conditioning on a 
hot day in April. They listened intently to the 
head of programmes, Kusum Mohapatra, 
welcome them, tell them what to expect from 
the livelihood programme and encourage 
them to make the most of the nine-month 
experience in order to achieve their career 
ambitions. She then asked each young person 
to introduce themselves and tell the others 
what their career aspiration was. It quickly 
became apparent that every young person 
wanted to secure a sustainable job. 

At present, no other employment or training 
provider in India is delivering an end-to-end 
programme centred on young people’s needs 
and experiences. The Magic Bus livelihood 
programme seeks to fill this gap. Providing 
disadvantaged young people with the 
right training and support to enable them 
to identify and achieve their personal and 

MAKING THE GRADE
Magic Bus UK director Sonya Timms reports on 
the charity’s new livelihood programmes

To help young people like Anju secure 
a sustainable job and a future, please 
donate to Magic Bus. It costs £170 for 
one young person to go through the 
Magic Bus livelihood programme.

To give a one-off donation or make a 
regular monthly gift to Magic Bus, please 
send a cheque to Magic Bus UK, 32-36 
Loman Street, London, SE1 0EH or visit 
www.magicbusuk.org/how-you-can-
help/make-a-donation.

professional goals, the programme then 
helps them move forward into sustained 
employment, further education or job-based 
training.

Nineteen-year-old Anju joined the livelihood 
programme this year. Her family migrated 
from west Bengal in 1995 and, since then, 
they have been living in a slum community 
in Jasola, south Delhi. Anju discovered the 
livelihood programme during a Magic Bus 
roadshow event in Jasola. She joined the 
programme in April 2015 and immediately 
received life skills training, including IT, 
spoken English, personality development and 
workplace readiness. Her strengths, limitations 
and interests were assessed and discussed to 
help find a viable career option for her. 

During her time with Magic Bus, Anju became 
noticeably more confident and positive in her 
outlook on life. She decided upon a career 
in the retail sector and went on to complete 
45 days of vocational training related to the 
retail sector. She was then ready for a job 
placement. On 14th September 2015 Anju 
was offered an interview and secured a role 
at H&M Leather Company earning Rs 12,000 
(£120) per month. •



This Christmas, the award-winning 
Imperial Ice Stars return to the 
Royal Albert Hall for a limited 
season of The Nutcracker on Ice.  

Performing on over 4000 square feet of 
ice, this international ice dance sensation 
delivers an adrenaline-rich performance 
that has received standing ovations and 
outstanding reviews worldwide.  

Set in early-1900s St Petersburg,  
The Nutcracker on Ice follows the classic 
Russian tale of Marie...

As midnight strikes on Christmas Eve, the 
toy comes to life, sweeping young Marie 
to a magical winter wonderland where 
she battles the Mouse King, meets the 
Nutcracker Prince and, of course, the 
Sugar Plum Fairy.

The production has been specially 
redesigned for this magnificent London 
venue.

Tchaikovsky’s gorgeous score is played 
by a live orchestra against a backdrop 
of state-of-the-art colourful projections, 
opulent costumes, magic tricks and 
special effects in a one of a kind 
production of this festive favourite. 

The Royal Albert Hall is the only venue 
in the world where a live 24-piece 
orchestra will accompany the Imperial 
Ice Stars’ performance. The music soars 
while a cast of Olympic, World, European 
and National Championship level skaters 
combine sublime ice dancing with 
breath-taking high speed leaps, heart-
stopping throws and awe-inspiring 
acrobatics to make The Nutcracker on 
Ice an incredible performance that will 
excite and enchant all ages.  

28 Dec 2015 7pm 
29 Dec 2015 3pm & 7pm
30 Dec 2015 3pm & 7pm 
31 Dec 2015 1pm & 5pm 
1 Jan 2016 1pm & 5pm 
2 Jan 2016 11am, 3pm, & 7pm 

Win a family ticket to  
The Nutcracker on Ice! 

For the opportunity to win 4 
tickets to The Nutcracker on Ice on 
Saturday 2 January at 11am, visit 

coxandkings.co.uk/compass
Please ensure you have submitted 

your entry by 20 December.

A Royal Albert Hall, Lunchbox Theatrical  
Productions and Raymond Gubbay presentation
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BEHIND THE SCENES • LIFE

Compass editor Jennifer Cox visits Etihad Airways 
Innovation Centre in Abu Dhabi, and discovers when it 

comes to luxury, the sky’s the limit
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reRemember when inflight entertainment meant you 

and 300 other people craning their necks to watch 
a film on a tiny ceiling-mounted screen 20ft away? 

Such privations seem a world away at Etihad 
Airways’ Innovation Centre, the airline’s state-

of-the-art development and training hub at their 
base in Abu Dhabi.
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LIFE • BEHIND THE SCENES

I’m in a full-sized reproduction of the 
new A380, taking a tour around the 
new Economy in-seat entertainment 
systems. The seat-back mounted TVs 

are fantastic: pin-sharp 11” LED touch 
screens. But it’s what they can do which 
makes them interesting. There’s a variety 
of services – from ordering meals to 
browsing and paying for Duty Free items 
– available from your seat, using the 
touch-screen system. You can also ‘share’ 
and synchronise programme-watching 
with fellow travellers. The headphones are 
interesting too: attached magnetically to 
the seat rather than plugged in, so they 
don’t rip out of your ears when you stand 
up (having inevitably forgotten you were 
wearing them).

These are just some of the ideas to come 
out of Etihad Airways’ Innovation Centre, 
a developmental hub which opened in 
May 2014 with the aim of dreaming up and 
beta-testing improvements to all aspects 
of the flying experience. “There’s a team 
of 25 innovators”, Food and Beverage 
Manager Marko Milic tells me, as he 
demonstrates the ergonomically designed 
cradle seats (which tip as they recline, 
meaning seats go back further), “ including 
designers, engineers, technology experts 
…. The key thing is that they all have to be 
creative”. 

The idea is to have ideas. Various teams 
focus on different design or service issues, 
exploring the best solutions to optimising 
an aircraft’s finite amount of space. The 
team also takes the most promising ideas 
suggested by passengers, testing and 
trialling solutions, before running the most 
popular by a variety of focus groups with a 
view to rolling them out inflight. “It’s about 
getting the balance right,” Milic continues, 
“For example, a lot of passengers want 
to go paperless, so we designed the in-
seat ordering system. Some generations 
are less comfortable with technology 

than others though, so it’s important the 
regular systems are in place too.”

Not all innovations are high-tech. The 
blankets for example: fluffy on one side, 
for added warmth; cotton on the other, 
allowing air to circulate, making them 
slightly cooler. Simple but effective. 

Whilst not quite Q’s lab in James Bond, it is 
nevertheless quietly exciting to peer into 
‘product concept rooms’ of brainstorming 
boffins quite literally engaged in blue-sky 
thinking. Or into the windows of full-size 
A380 and B787 cabin models, where crews 
are undergoing training in everything from 
wine paring to child psychology for the 
special Flying Nannies teams.

Milic himself has the enviable job of flying 
from Abu Dhabi to London and back just 
to taste wine. Apparently altitude affects 
our palates, so wines must be specially 
chosen and taste-tested for their flavours’ 
robustness. It’s a dream job, he readily 
admits.

Perhaps most dreamy – and frankly 
astonishing – are the First Suites, First 
Apartments and First Residence. These 
‘bedroom concepts’ are the latest 
innovation in high-flying luxury, and one 
which other airlines are scrambling to 
adopt.

There are nine ‘apartments’ on the new 
A380. A sliding door creates a luxurious, 
totally private lounge, furnished with 
a Poltrona Frau leather-covered chair 
(the kind you find in Ferraris and 
Lamborghinis), and separate chaise longue 
that converts into a bed after take-off. 
There’s also a 25” LED TV, stocked minibar 
and enviably equipped, well-lit vanity 
unit. Meals are cooked to order (and 
taste) by a dedicated onboard chef, then 
served on bone china crockery with crystal 
glassware. At the end of the cabin is a 
large shower room.

The Residence is even more extraordinary 
and extraordinarily luxurious. In essence 
a high-altitude penthouse, it is a 125sq ft, 
three-room, bespoke apartment, featuring 
lounge with leather-upholstered furniture 
and dining table laid with gold-filigreed 
fine china. There’s also a spacious 
shower room with bespoke toiletries, and 
bedroom featuring a high-threadcount 
quilted double bed, huge TV and dressing 
area. All completely private. 

With a champagne-stocked fridge, two 
32” TVs and entertainment systems 
programmed to your taste, fluffy dressing 
gowns, dedicated butler (Savoy trained) 
and chef catering to your every whim, this 
is the living definition of high-flying luxury. 
And unsurprisingly one which heads of 
state and Hollywood stars are queuing up 
to use. The airline’s next innovation might 
have to be persuading passengers upon 
arrival that it’s time to leave. •
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CROSSWORD • COMPETITIONS
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Complete our fiendishly cryptic crossword for your chance to win a Footprint guide of 

your choice from a range of over 200 guides to destinations around the world

The Prize
The passion for travel and discovery at 
Footprint has been reflected in guidebooks 
dating back to the first edition in 1924. 
Every guide is expertly written by authors 
with first-hand knowledge of the areas 
they write about, and these guides now 
come with a fabulous new look.

How To Enter
All entries must be received by 31 March 
2016. Please send your entry, including 
your full name, address and postcode to:

Compass Crossword Competition
c/o John Patterson, Cox & Kings Travel Ltd, 
6th Floor, 30 Millbank, London SW1P 4EE

Or email your answers to 
Promotions @coxandkings.co.uk

Summer Issue Winner
The winner from the last issue was Mrs 
Carmen Newsome-Ashton, Wetherby

Across
Smooth stage at operatic opening (6)
Fruit initially housed in French school (6)
Compass point of Humber not east, oddly (5)
Author of The Railway Children returns but  
has no time for playwright (5)
Half of gramophone needle causes eye  
infection (3)
Sounds like that’s plenty to put out (5)
Chelsea, say, come back to the central point 
(3)
Isaac’s father’s a support for Noah’s son (7)
Low rotten barn, say (3)
Plan lean outcome by stewing fruit (10,5)
This shows rank of seed (3)
Medium, possibly, is a fool about court (7)
Pain caused by total loss of plaster of Paris 
(3)
Return to destroy almost all of Andean city 
(2,3)
Sounds like you deserve this final resting 
place (3)
Air conditioning stuck in the throat of parrot 
(5)
Socialist immersed in first pair of 
communists’ beliefs (5)
“The slings and arrows of outrageous 
fortune” he said, for a small settlement (6)
City was sensitive to roundabout (6)

1
5
8
9

10

11
14

16
17
21
22
23
24

28

29

30

33

34

35

Down
Misprint in daily newspaper’s first seen in 
ancient Asia Minor (6)
Old Mexican’s sixth letter to the Greeks 
smudged with carbon (5)
Little brother returns ball (3)
Crazy azure tux has sprinkling of glitter here 
in Chiapas (6,9)
Bowl straight, keeping nothing back. It might 
result in this. (1, 1, 1)
Helicopter lacks satisfactory fabric (5)
Dreading having no feminine reprimand (6)
This Georgian city, is it up to embracing the 
return of a little liberty? (7)
Reduced to nothing being recorded about 
divinity (7)
Puma mistakes innards’ distinct flavour (5)
Allen is covered in trees (5)
From beginning to end time continues and 
so on, briefly (3)
Shout about losing end of mysterious line (3)
Rub man from No. 35, say (6)
Express surprise after starting to dab one’s 
nose for a gathering (6)
In Chennai it’s said to be time to back South 
American capital (5)
Muslim ascetic made a non-Muslim muddled 
(5)
Tom may be erratic in a collection of scenes 
(3)
Intimidate woman, rudely (3)

1

2

3
4

5

6
7
12

13

15
18
19

20
22
25

26

27

31

32

1.The closing date for entries is midday (GMT) on 
31 March 2016.
2. The competition is open to individual residents 
of the UK aged 18 or over, except employees 
of Cox & Kings, their associated, affiliated or 
subsidiary companies, and their families, agents, 
or anyone connected with this competition, 
including the third-party promotional partners. 
3.The winners will be drawn at random on 1 April 
2016 from all correct entries received prior to the 
close of the competition.
4.The prize is a Footprint guide of your choice.
5. The promoter of the competition is Cox & Kings 
Travel Ltd, 6th Floor, 30 Millbank, London SW1P 4EE.

Terms & Conditions

Answers to the Summer 2015 crossword...

CRYPTIC
CROSSWORD
CORNER

Get 40% off 
Footprint Travel Guides!

Footprint are the experts in adventure  

destinations. Our guides have a fabulous new 

look, & we’re offering customers of Cox & Kings 

an exclusive 40% discount on our titles.

Footprint has a range of over 200 travel guides,  
and as a Cox & Kings customer you qualify for a 40%  
discount on all purchases made up until 31st January 2016.  Go to  
www.footprinttravelguides.com and quote code CK40 at checkout. 
Discount excludes postage costs.
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Get 40% off 
Footprint Travel Guides!

Footprint are the experts in adventure  

destinations. Our guides have a fabulous new 

look, & we’re offering customers of Cox & Kings 

an exclusive 40% discount on our titles.

Footprint has a range of over 200 travel guides,  
and as a Cox & Kings customer you qualify for a 40%  
discount on all purchases made up until 31st January 2016.  Go to  
www.footprinttravelguides.com and quote code CK40 at checkout. 
Discount excludes postage costs.
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ONE GIANT LEAP • LIFE

It was 1964 and I went to the Middle East for 
six weeks: Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Iraq, Syria and 
Iran. It was the most wonderful trip. In those 
days, although there were some problems 
with visas and the like, you could travel from 
one country to the other very easily. Israel was 
tricky and needed some care, but the other 
countries were open borders and you just 
drove through. It was a totally different world. 
And, of course, a totally different world to 
England where I’d spent my whole life.

I was a young journalist with ITN and the 
Middle East had always fascinated me. 
I’d spent quite a lot of time working up 
knowledge of the various countries, and I 
wanted to see what they were like in reality. 
Also I wanted to see what they all thought 
and did about the Arab / Israeli problem. I’d 
read Classics – Ancient History – at Oxford, 
so wanted to look at Egypt, Iraq and Iran in 
particular. I wanted to see the Nile Valley, 
the Pyramids, the Tombs of the Kings and 
Queens; that was all really important too.

It was an absolutely mind-blowingly revealing 
trip. I was amazed. For example, going to 
Jerusalem and seeing how closely the Jews 
and the Arabs lived to each other, and 
appreciating just how difficult that situation 
was for both sides. That was an absolute 
eye-opener. Also appreciating how deep the 
feeling of misunderstanding was between 
the two sides. So when we got the 1967 war 
– only three years after I got back – when 

the Israelis just clobbered Jerusalem, took 
it over and took out the West Bank, it all 
became understandable. All those tensions 
and problems I’d seen when I was there came 
alive. 

The other thing that was fascinating was 
getting a real close-up view of ancient 
civilisations, particularly the Tombs of the 
Nobles in the valley just over the river from 
Luxor in Egypt: very beautiful reliefs and 
paintings on the walls, enormously revealing 
about what ancient Egyptian civilisation must 
have been like.

Arab hospitality is legendary, but it was 
something else to experience it. You’d arrive 
in a place and immediately be treated to a 
very delicious meal – the wonderful meze you 
get when you sit down with an Arab family. It 
tended to go on quite late. In the Arab world 
you tend to sit down about 6pm to drink. It 
might not be alcoholic, though they do like 
beer. So you go on drinking until about 10pm 
when the food arrives. The evening is very 
convivial, and the chat is fascinating – not 
just about current affairs but life in general, 
literature…. The wonderful thing about 
Iran when I went there was the obsession 
with poetry. They have two very famous 
national poets – Hafez and Saadi – who write 
beautifully. 

Iran is the most fascinating and beautiful 
country; I’m so glad it’s coming back again. 

It’s a vastly underrated country today, as it 
was then. It was very peaceful and hugely 
welcoming, as I think it is now. It was 
wonderful travelling around the magnificent 
scenery – breathtaking stuff. I’d recommend 
anybody to go there. Two places in particular, 
Isfahan and Shiraz, have mosques with these 
incredible tile mosaics. The colour of the tile-
work and the walls and ceilings inside has to 
be seen to be believed – it’s just magnificent. 
It’s poetic and romantic, and borne of a love 
of art. In the Muslim world the depiction of 
the human form is something that’s frowned 
upon, so you get these wonderful floral and 
geometric decorations. Nature is portrayed 
beautifully and superbly – a wonderful 
depiction of the world we live in, just lovely.

At the end of my six weeks in the Middle East, 
I came away with much more knowledge and 
awareness than I had before. This wasn’t long 
after Suez, when the British had been rather 
contemptuous and angry with the Arabs. 
Visiting opened my eyes to a completely 
different picture. 

The Battle of 
Waterloo Experience 
by Peter Snow and 
Dan Snow • 

One

Leap Renowned broadcaster and author, operator of the 
swingometer and 007 reject on the grounds of ‘gangliness’, 
Peter Snow shares with Compass editor Jennifer Cox 
memories of his first life-changing journey



2016 Departure Dates: 
24 February, 16 March, 18 September, 19 October & 
16 November 

This special tour, part of the Telegraph Tours portfolio, reveals 
the compelling history, culture, religion, politics and modern life 
of India. Including time spent in the company of acclaimed travel 
and history writer William Dalrymple and David Reid, a Delhi-
based contributor to the Telegraph and film-maker, this trip not 
only takes in some of northern India’s greatest sights, but also lifts 
the lid on life in this most complex of countries.

William Dalrymple is an acclaimed writer and historian, as well 
as a prominent broadcaster and critic. His award-winning works 
include Nine Lives: in Search of the Sacred in Modern India; 
The Last Mughal; White Mughals; Return of a King: The Battle of 
Afghanistan; Age of Kali; City of Djinns; and In Xanadu. He is also 
one of the co-founders of the annual Jaipur Literature Festival. 
William lives with his wife and three children on a farm outside 
Delhi.

Tour Highlights

•  Explore Delhi, Agra, Jaipur, rural Rajasthan and Udaipur   
   staying in 4- & 5- star hotels
•  Join William Dalrymple in the heart of Delhi before enjoying      
   a private audience with him to discuss India, past and present
•  Take afternoon tea at Delhi’s Imperial Hotel with David Reid,      
   a Delhi-based contributor to the Telegraph, to hear the stories   
   behind the news
•  Stay in luxury heritage properties including, a 17th-century   
   palace in Deogarh, once inhabited by feudal barons of the   
   Maharana’s court in Udaipur and now lovingly restored by   
   their descendants
•  Enjoy a lavish lunch at Amber Fort and a cooking    
   demonstration and dinner in a heritage hotel
•  Small group size – maximum 26 people

For more information or to make a reservation please call one 
of our specialist consultants on 0333 234 0496 and quote: 
COMPASS, or visit coxandkings.co.uk/inspirational-india

India Special Tour 
I N  A S S O C I AT I O N  W I T H  T H E  T E L E G R A P H

INSPIRATIONAL INDIA: Meeting William Dalrymple
Small group tour – 12 Days & 10 Nights from £2,495 
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